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Abstract
The interest in ad hoc Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) has been growing rapidly in
the past few years due to its wide range of applications in Environment Monitoring and
Forecasting, Health and Medical Care, Underwater Communications, Smart Energy,
and Building and Home Automation industries. The performance of different network
protocols, as well as their sensitivity and the effect of different network parameters,
needs to be studied and evaluated for the implementation of WSN with the right
protocols and optimal parameters.
With the increasing deployment of unmanned and energy-constrained sensor devices
in large-scale wireless sensor networks, energy efficiency and network lifetime have
become key considerations in designing WSN routing protocols. In this work, we
propose a fully distributed, multi-path load-balancing routing protocol based on
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) to improve network lifetime performance. The new
protocol is simulated in ns-2 and compared with the commonly used DestinationSequenced Distance Vector (DSDV), Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV)
and DSR protocols. The simulation results show that the new routing protocol improves
network lifetime significantly without sacrificing packet delivery performance.
Another major source of energy wastage is the idle listening of sensor nodes in the
MAC layer. Different variants of synchronous duty-cycle MAC protocols have been
designed for WSNs to reduce MAC layer energy consumption. However, the
synchronisation process of theses protocols remains a significant contributor to the
energy consumption. Energy consumption models of duty-cycle MAC protocols in
single-hop neighbourhoods are first developed and analysed. A new synchronisation
algorithm, 1-Sync, is proposed to address the high energy consumption problem of the
existing fixed periodic synchronisation (F-Sync) algorithm, and the Intelligent Network
Synchronisation (INS) algorithm. The analysis and simulation results have shown that
the proposed 1-Sync algorithm yields better energy performance than the F-Sync and
INS algorithms in both low and high density neighbourhoods.

i

In large multi-neighbourhood networks, the above synchronisation algorithms are
inadequate in handling high density, high drift, and low duty-cycle operations. An
adaptive energy-efficient synchronisation algorithm referred to as C-Sync, is proposed.
C-Sync reduces energy consumption by adaptively regulating the synchronisation traffic
and the wakeup period based on the changing network neighbourhood conditions
through counter-based and exponential-smoothing algorithms. Extensive simulations of
multi-hop multi-neighbourhood network scenarios are performed using ns-2; the
simulation results have shown that C-Sync outperforms F-Sync and 1-Sync in energy
efficiency, packet delivery ratio, and end-to-end packet delay over a wide range of node
densities, drift rates and duty cycles.
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C
Chaptter 1
Inttroduction
1.1

Wire
eless Sen
nsor Netw
tworks

Trraditional wireless
w
nettworking reequires a fix
xed infrastrructure for wireless en
nd-nodes
thhat run user application
ns to commuunicate with
h one another. The wireeless end-no
odes can
onnly send daata to their designatedd Access Points (APs)), which arre part of the fixed
neetwork infraastructure. The
T APs, oon behalf off the wirelesss end-nodees, then forw
ward the
daata to routerrs that in turrn route thee data to diffferent parts of the netw
work.
In recent years,
y
the em
mergence off small, low
w cost, low power, mullti-functionaal sensor
noodes with wireless communicattion capabiilities has acceleratedd the reseaarch and
deevelopmentt of Wireless Sensor Neetworks (W
WSNs) [1]. Wireless
W
sennsors are sm
mall, with
lim
mited mem
mory and computing
c
resources, and they are inexpennsive comp
pared to
traaditional seensors. Thesse sensor noodes can sen
nse, measure, and gatheer informatiion from
thhe environm
ment and tran
nsmit the seensed data to the user to
o meet the aapplication needs.
There are two
t
types of WSNs: str
tructured an
nd unstructu
ured [2]. Ann unstructured WSN
coontains a deense deploy
yment of sennsor nodes.. Sensor nodes may bee deployed in an ad
hooc manner into the fieeld, and is lleft unatten
nded to perfform monitooring and reporting
r
fuunctions. Inn an unsttructured W
WSN, netw
work main
ntenance ssuch as managing
m
coonnectivity and detectiing failuress is difficultt since therre are manyy unattended nodes.
O
On the otherr hand, all or
o some of the sensor nodes in a structured WSN are deployed
d
w
with pre-deteermined fixeed locationss. The advan
ntage of a structured neetwork is th
hat fewer
noodes can bee deployed with lowerr network maintenance
m
e and managgement cosst. Fewer
add hoc nodess can now bee deployed to provide coverage
c
fo
or the uncovvered region
ns.

1

Introduction
Wireless Sensor Network has the potential for many applications [3][4]: e.g. for
military purpose, it can be used for monitoring, tracking and surveillance of military
targets; in industry for factory instrumentation; in large cities to monitor traffic density
and road conditions; in construction to monitor buildings structures; in environment to
monitor forest, oceans, volcanoes, etc. The sensor nodes, which are often deployed in
large numbers, and are typically deployed in difficult-to-access locations, sensed data
are transferred to a base station via wireless communication. Battery is the main power
source in a sensor node. Secondary power supply that harvests power from the
environment may be added to the sensor node if the deployment environment is
appropriate. Energy harvesting involves nodes replenishing its energy from an energy
source such as solar cells, vibration, RF, acoustic noise, etc. However, power supply
sources often exhibit a non-continuous behaviour so that an energy buffer (a battery) is
needed as well. In any case, energy is a very critical resource and therefore, energy
conservation is a key issue in the design of systems based on wireless sensor networks.
Different applications used different architecture models to achieve their intended
objectives. Home control, industrial and building automation applications typically use
single hop network architecture. In the single hop architecture, sensor nodes do not
support communications on behalf of other sensor nodes. They are directly connected
with a cluster head or forwarding node which will forward the data to the terrestrial
network. Military and environmental monitoring applications typically use multi-hop
network architecture to extend the coverage area of the applications. In the multi-hop
architecture, sensor nodes have an additional role of forwarding data from other sensor
nodes towards their final destinations, i.e. performing a routing function [5].
WSNs are also considered as one of the key enablers for the Internet-of-Things (IoT)
paradigm. Diverse WSN and IoT devices, including sensors and actuators, smart meters
and industrial machines are increasingly being interconnected and integrated with the
Internet to form a converged network infrastructure. With such convergence, the
massive amount of data generated from these heterogeneous devices can be harnessed
for new business applications such as monitoring and tracking, smart grid energy
management, supply chain management, surveillance, etc. [6].
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processing, analysing and decision making. Due to the absence of an infrastructure, the
data is routed back via the sensor nodes themselves in a multi-hop operation.
Fig. 1.1 shows the generic protocol stack used by sensor nodes with five protocol
layers. Different types of application software can be built and used at the application
layer depending on the WSN applications. The Transport layer maintains the flow of
data if the sensor networks application requires it. The Network layer determines the
optimal paths to be taken by the data. The Media Access Control (MAC) layer protocol
provides error control and recovery schemes for data transmission in a noisy wireless
medium. The Physical layer takes care of the modulation and coding, transmission and
receiving techniques. The power management, mobility management, and task
management planes work together to help the sensor nodes coordinate the sensing task
and lower the overall power consumption [4].

1.3

Energy Efficient WSN Protocols

There are three major subsystems in a sensor node, the computation subsystem, the
communication subsystem and the sensing subsystem. In general, the communication
subsystem has much higher energy consumption than the computation subsystem [7].
Depending on the specific application, the sensing subsystem might be another
significant source of energy consumption, so its power consumption has to be reduced
as well. There is a plethora of research studies conducted on improving the energy
efficiency in the communication sub-system of WSNs, ranging from optimizations of
the physical layer radio to techniques for the application layer data reduction.
In the Physical layer, the coding and modulation schemes, transmission power control
and antenna configurations are some of the radio parameters that can be optimised for
energy consumption efficiency. In the MAC layer, the most common approach is to put
the nodes into a Sleep mode when possible to save energy. This includes duty-cycling
schemes, separate low power wake-up radio, and topology control, to minimize the
number of active nodes. Network layer routing is another source that drains the energy
reserves of the sensor nodes. In particular, in multi-hop networks, energy consumption
is uneven among the different nodes. Nodes that need to route more packets will have
their energy depleted in a shorter amount of time. Energy-aware routing schemes
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include clustering techniques, energy-aware routing metrics, multi-path routing, etc. In
the Application layer, data reduction techniques are generally used. These include data
aggregation, adaptive sampling, network coding, and data compression. These solutions
effectively reduce the data traffic in the sensor network and hence prolong the network
lifetime [1].
Over the years, there have also been an increasing number of papers that focus on the
cross-layer development of WSN protocols. The cross-layer design typically focuses on
pairing two or more layers, and exploits the dependencies and interactions across these
layers for joint optimisation. Among them, cross-layer interactions between the MAC
and the Network layers are most commonly exploited in multi-hop WSNs. However,
while most of these cross-layer solutions may yield performance improvements, these
results are often obtained at the expense of decreasing the architectural modularity,
which restricts further development and improvements [8][9].

1.4

Objectives and Methodology

The main objective of this work is to design and develop energy-efficient algorithms for
multi-hop WSNs that are capable of supporting a wide range of application scenarios.
Energy consumption in the Network and MAC layers are the key contributors to the
total communication energy consumptions of the sensor nodes and will be the key focus
of this work.
In this work, existing Network and MAC layer energy-efficient protocols are first
studied and analysed to identify the areas where energy efficiency can be improved.
Network models for the proposed new protocols and algorithms are then developed, and
their performances are evaluated against the existing protocols through mathematical
models and simulations.
Network Simulator ns-2 [10] developed through the VINT project by University of
Southern California and its collaborative partners, is used extensively in this study. ns-2
is an open-source event driven simulator designed specifically for research in computer
communication networks, and is by far the most popular simulator used in ad-hoc and
sensor network simulations due to its flexibility and modularity [11]. It provides
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substantial support for the simulation of TCP, routing, and multicast protocols over both
wired and wireless networks and is widely used by the researchers to simulate a wide
variety of networking protocols.
In the Network layer, routing algorithms are responsible for delivering the data from
the source nodes to the destination node along selected paths. In this work, a new
routing algorithm is proposed to optimize the network lifetime of WSNs by distributing
the data load among different intermediate sensor nodes so that the energy consumption
is more evenly distributed in these nodes. The distribution of energy consumption based
on the energy levels of each node prevents early exhaustion of some sensor nodes,
which might otherwise segment the network and lower the data delivery performance.
In the MAC layer, sensor nodes spend most of the time idling and sensing the radio
channel for data signals. This idle sensing is the dominant source of energy consumption in
the MAC layer. Duty cycling is one of the key mechanisms used in the MAC layer to

reduce energy wastage stemming from idle listening and thus improve network lifetime.
On the other hand, energy consumed for the synchronisation process in duty-cycle
MAC protocols is substantial; therefore, an energy-efficient synchronisation algorithm
can improve energy performance significantly. In this work, new synchronisation
algorithms are proposed to optimize the energy performance of duty-cycle MAC layer
protocols. Performance evaluation criteria include packet delivery ratio, end-to-end
network delay, and algorithm stability, in addition to energy consumption.
To test the proposed protocols and algorithms, new modules in the Network and
MAC layers are developed and incorporated into the existing protocols in ns-2. This
integration enables the simulations of the different protocols of interest using the same
network environment, topology, and parameters, so that the performance of these
protocols can be compared fairly. A wide range of network scenarios with different
network sizes, data loads, traffic patterns, network densities, and duty cycles are
simulated and their performance analysed.

1.5

Contributions

The main contributions of this work are summarised as follows:
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A new energy-balanced routing protocol is proposed. The proposed routing
protocol, which is termed Energy-balanced Dynamic Source Routing (EBDSR), has the ability to perform multi-path routing dynamically based on the
node energy status to maximize the network lifetime of WSNs [12].



An energy monitoring and distribution mechanism is needed for the
communication of node energy status among different sensor nodes in energyaware routing protocols. This mechanism will consume additional energy and
bandwidth but has not been considered in the proposals of many existing
energy-aware routing protocols. On the other hand, we have designed and
integrated the energy monitoring and distribution mechanism into the
proposed routing protocol without generating substantial bandwidth and
energy overheads [12].



A new and energy-efficient synchronisation algorithm that integrates well with
synchronous duty-cycle MAC protocols is proposed. This approach offers the
synchronous duty-cycle MAC protocols a new dimension in reducing energy
consumption, in addition to the existing energy-efficient data algorithms in the
MAC layer [13][14].



Analytical models for energy consumption behaviour, as well as
synchronisation performance of the existing and proposed synchronisation
algorithms in single-hop neighbourhoods, are developed for both unsaturated
and saturated neighbourhoods. The analytical models are validated via
network simulations [13].



To address the different synchronisation challenges posed by the wide range
of network densities in WSNs, an adaptive synchronisation algorithm is
developed. This algorithm effectively reduces congestion and collisions when
synchronisation (sync) packet traffic is high, and maintains synchronisation
performance when sync packet traffic is low. The algorithm enables the dutycycle MAC protocols to support a wide range of WSN networks and
applications. Even within a single large multi-hop WSN, different
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neighbourhoods will have different densities; an adaptive synchronisation
algorithm will thus be desirable to deliver better energy performance [14].


For the first time, end-to-end multi-hop network simulations are performed
against sensor nodes with different clock drifts and duty cycles to analyse the
sensitivity and stability of the synchronisation algorithms. Energy
performance and data performance including packet delivery ratio and packet
delay are evaluated and analysed [14].



The new synchronisation algorithm successfully lowers the duty-cycle limit of
synchronous MAC protocols, extending the effectiveness of synchronous
MAC protocols to a wider range of applications [14].

1.6

Thesis Overview

The remainder of this thesis is organised into the following chapters.
Chapter 2 introduces the different energy efficient WSN protocol implementations
and provides a brief description of related work in each of these implementations.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to the Network layer of WSNs. The challenges of extending
network lifetime in heterogeneous, multi-hop WSNs are identified and a new energybalanced routing metric is proposed to improve network lifetime performance. A new
dynamic source routing protocol incorporating an energy-balanced routing metric is
implemented in ns-2, and the simulation results are examined and compared with the
performance of existing routing protocols.
Chapter 4 focuses on the MAC layer of WSNs and addresses time synchronisation
issues in duty-cycle WSNs. Synchronisation needs and processes in duty-cycle MAC
protocols are discussed. Energy consumption models for the existing and proposed
duty-cycle MAC synchronisation algorithms in single-hop neighbourhoods are also
developed and analysed. The analytical models are then validated using ns-2
simulations and the results are discussed in detail.
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In Chapter 5, the study of network synchronisation is extended to multi-hop multineighbourhood WSNs of different densities, clock drifts, and duty cycles. An adaptive
synchronisation algorithm is designed to address the high energy consumption issues in
high density networks. In addition to energy consumption, effects of the synchronisation
algorithms on performance such as packet delivery ratio and end-to-end packet delay are
also studied.

Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis, and describes the directions for future
research work in this area.
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balancing algorithms are traditionally employed to address network congestion
problems; however, the effect of distributing data transmission along multiple paths
improves the network lifetime to some extent (section 2.4.3).
Section 2.5 discusses duty-cycle MAC protocols, in which sensor nodes alternate
between active and sleep periods to conserve energy. There are two types of duty-cycle
MAC protocols: synchronous and asynchronous. Synchronous duty-cycle MAC
protocols (section 2.5.3) make use of a MAC layer synchronisation algorithm (section
2.5.2) to synchronise sensor nodes in the same neighbourhood, so that they can wake up
at the same time to exchange sensor data. On the other hand, asynchronous duty-cycle
MAC protocols (section 2.5.4) do not use a synchronisation algorithm. Depending on
the protocol, acknowledgement from either the transmitter or the receiver is needed to
start the data transmission.
Section 2.6 discusses data-centric protocols, which are commonly used to remove
data duplication and hence reduce data transmission in query-response based WSNs.
Finally a summary of this chapter is provided in section 2.7.

2.2

Background

WSNs are one of the first real-world examples of integrating the digital and physical
world.

The

combination

of

distributed

sensing,

computing,

and

wireless

communications enables a broad range of applications that are not seen in a purely
digital world. WSN is also considered as one of the key enablers for the Internet-ofThings (IoT) paradigm which has garnered significant media attention in recent years.
According to a report by Gartner, 20.8 billion heterogeneous devices embedded with
electronics, software and sensors will be connected by 2020, up from 6.4 billion devices
in 2016 [15].
There are three key areas in the studies of energy efficiency in IoT, namely IoT
communication protocols, low power wide area networks (LPWANs) and WSNs.
i. IoT communication protocol: This is the application layer protocol used by
the IoT software applications. Due to the constraints of limited bandwidth and
energy capacities of IoT network devices, lightweight communication
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protocols such as Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [16], Message
Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) [17], and others have been designed
[18]. Experimental results in [19] have shown that CoAP is more efficient in
terms of energy consumption and bandwidth usage while MQTT provides
high reliability. Both protocols possess the low overhead for header parsing;
however optimized encoding for payload compression is a further challenge to
be resolved.
ii. LPWANs: LPWANs provide long range, low data rate, and energy efficient
wireless communication to complement traditional cellular and short range
wireless technologies in addressing diverse requirements of IoT applications.
A very long range of LPWAN technologies enables devices to spread and
move over large geographical areas. IoT devices connected by LPWAN can
be turned on anywhere and anytime to sense and interact with their
environment instantly.
Two leading examples in this area are SigFox, which uses an ultranarrowband (UNB) solution and LoRa, which uses a chirp spread spectrum
(CSS) solution [20][21]. By using UNB, SigFox utilizes bandwidth efficiently
and experiences very low noise levels, resulting in high receiver sensitivity,
ultra-low power consumption, and inexpensive antenna design. However,
these benefits come at the expense of maximum throughput of only 100 bps.
LoRa supports multiple spreading factors for the trade-off between range and
data rate based on application needs. The data rate ranges from 300 bps to
37.5 kbps depending on spreading factor and channel bandwidth [21]. In
addition to SigFox and LoRa, a number of other LPWAN technologies are
also surveyed in [22]. To achieve low energy consumption, the
communication bandwidth of the LPWAN solutions is usually narrow and
hence the data rate of the current LPWAN solutions is low. The trade-off
among energy efficiency, data rate and communication range remain a key
challenge in this area [22].
iii. WSNs: Design and implementation of WSN applications have to address
different dimensions of challenges which include sensor node computation
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and storage capabilities, cost and size of each node, wireless communications,
sources of energy, protocols for data dissemination and communication,
applications and management tools, etc. A typical and widely deployed
application category is one that uses battery-powered sensor nodes [3],
untethered sensor nodes are commonly used in these deployments to facilitate
mobility and deployment in hard-to-reach locations. A major limitation of
these sensor nodes is finite battery capacity. This implies finite lifetime of the
applications or additional cost and complexity to change batteries regularly.
A comparative review of several commonly used wireless sensor network
motes is presented in [23]. The power consumption of the radio modules in
these sensor motes is in the range of 10 – 60mA for transmission mode, 74µA
– 40mA for idle and reception mode, and 20nA – 1.4mA for sleep mode.
These motes typically use AAA batteries, AA batteries or 750 mAh
rechargeable lithium ion batteries. It is clear that the batteries will not last for a
very long time if the sensor motes are operating in the active modes
continuously.
There are two fundamental approaches to address the issue of limited battery
capacity. The first approach is the use of energy harvesting. Energy harvesting
refers to harnessing energy from the environment and converting it to
electrical energy. If the harvested energy source is large and continuously
available, a sensor node can be powered perpetually. The second is to reduce
the energy consumption of WSN through the use of low-power hardware and
energy-efficient communications.
2.2.1 Energy Harvesting in WSNs
In general, energy harvesting can be divided into two architectures: Harvest-Use and
Harvest-Store-Use architectures [24]. In the Harvest-Use architecture, the harvesting
system directly powers the sensor node. For the sensor node to be operational, the
power output of the harvesting system has to be continuously higher than the minimum
operating power. The node will be disabled if sufficient energy is not available. The
Harvest-Store-Use architecture consists of a storage component that stores harvested
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energy and also powers the sensor node. Energy storage is useful when the harvested
energy available is more than its current usage. Energy stored can then be used later
when either there is no harvesting opportunity or energy usage of the sensor node has to
be increased to improve capability and performance parameters.
A critical component of energy harvesting architecture is the energy source. Energy
sources that can be harvested from the ambient environment can be broadly classified
into mechanical energy, radiant energy, thermal energy and fluid flow [25]. Mechanical
energy is based on kinetic energy or motion of an object, which include vibrations,
pressure, and human activity. The kinetic energy arises from these sources can be
converted to electrical energy using a converter such as piezoelectric, electrostatic, or
electromagnetic converters. Radiant energy comes from electromagnetic waves such as
sunlight and radio frequency (RF) signal. Solar energy has gained popularity in energy
harvesting since solar energy is readily available and can be harvested using
photovoltaic or solar cells. An RF energy harvesting device can harvest the energy from
the signal emitted by a dedicated RF transmitter or from the ambient source such as the
base station antenna, radio and TV signal, WiFi [26], and mobile devices. Thermal
energy is based on the temperature gradient of the environment. Thermoelectric and
pyroelectric transducers are typically used to convert thermal energy to electrical [27].
The Wind and water flow energy can be classified under fluid dynamic or fluid flow.
Energy from these sources can be harvested using turbine or piezoelectric converters
[28][29].
Energy sources have different characteristics such as controllability, predictability and
magnitude [30]. A controllable energy source can harvest sufficient energy whenever it
is needed, energy availability need not be predicted before harvesting. For noncontrollable energy sources, energy must be simply harvested whenever available. In
this case, if the availability of the energy source is predictable, a prediction model can
be used to indicate the time of next recharge cycle.
A WSN with the capability of energy harvesting sensor nodes to supplement the
battery energy supply can potentially operate in the energy neutral mode in which the
system uses only as much energy as is available from the environment to sustain its
operation. In the case that this is not achievable, energy harvesting can be used to
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improve the lifetime of the WSN by incorporating a prediction model and power
management techniques into the design [25][30].
2.2.2 Energy-efficient Communications in WSN
In general, energy efficiency in WSN communication can be accomplished in three
ways:
i.

Multi-hop Communication: Since the energy required for wireless
communications increases as a power law over distance, multi-hop
communication is adopted to reduce the transmission range without sacrificing
network reachability [31]. Routing is an essential component to support selforganising, multi-hop communications.

ii.

Low duty-cycle operation: The basic idea of the low duty-cycle operation is
to reduce power consumption by putting a sensor node to sleep when there is
no data to transmit or receive [32]. Duty-cycle is measured as the percentage
of active period in a complete cycle which includes the sleep period. A small
duty-cycle means that a node is asleep most of the time; however, it also
increases end-to-end delay and a balanced approach is needed to meet
application specific requirements.

iii.

Data-centric protocols: Data-centric or data aggregation protocols are
commonly used in query-response WSNs, where multiple source nodes are
available to provide responses to a single query. When the source nodes send
their data to the sink, intermediate sensor nodes can perform some form of
aggregation on the data originating from multiple sources and send the
aggregated data toward the sink. The aggregation process helps to eliminate
redundancy, minimise the number of transmissions and therefore reduce
energy consumption [33]. This is different from the traditional address-centric
approach of finding short routes between pairs of two end nodes.

The data-delivery model of WSN from source to sink can be continuous, eventdriven, query-driven, or a hybrid of the latter two, depending on the application. The
choice of routing and MAC protocols is highly influenced by the data-delivery model,
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especially with regard to energy efficiency and route stability. For an environmental
monitoring application where data is periodically transmitted to the sink, a hierarchical
routing protocol with data-processing capability is the most efficient approach. This is
because such an application generates a significant amount of redundant data that
can be aggregated along the routed path, thus reducing traffic and energy. For eventbased data-delivery models, a contention based duty-cycle protocol is a good fit [34],
since data is generated infrequently.

2.3

Multi-hop Routing in WSNs

Routing is the process of determining an optimal path to transport data information, in
the form of packets, to traverse a network between a source and a destination. Routing
protocols use metrics, a form of measurement, to determine the best paths among
multiple alternatives. To aid the process of path determination, routing tables, which
contain network route information, are built and maintained by routing protocols. To
keep the route information up to date, routing update messages are sent either
periodically or when a change in the network topology is detected, depending on the
routing protocols.
The key design goals of routing protocols/algorithms can be summarised as follows:
i.

Optimisation: This is the capability of the algorithm to select the best route
based on the selected metrics used in the calculations.

ii.

Simplicity: An efficient routing algorithm should have minimum CPU time,
memory and bandwidth overhead. This is important so that it can be scaled to
large networks.

iii.

Rapid convergence: When there is a change in network topology due to some
network events, convergence measures how fast the routing protocols can
obtain updated route information to re-establish network connectivity. Routing
protocols that converge slowly can cause data loss and affect packet delivery
ratio.
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iv.

Robustness and Stability: A routing algorithm should perform correctly in
unusual or unforeseen circumstances, such as overload conditions and node
failures.

The development of routing in wireless networks led to the emergence of Mobile Ad
Hoc Networks (MANETs). MANETs share many properties with WSNs and have
substantially influenced the development of WSN routing protocols. There are three
major groups of multi-hop MANET routing protocols: proactive routing protocols,
reactive routing protocols and hybrid routing protocols [35][36].
2.3.1 Proactive Routing Protocols
A proactive routing protocol is also known as table-driven routing protocol. Each node
in a proactive routing network maintains routing information to every other node in the
network.

The routes to the other nodes are usually determined at the start up, and

maintained using a periodic route update process. Alternatively, the routes are updated
when the network topology changes. In general, proactive routing protocols come with
higher overhead in most scenarios because of frequent updates. However, they have
lower latency of packet forwarding compared to reactive protocols because the route is
available when it is needed. A comprehensive survey of proactive routing protocols can
be found in [36].
2.3.1.1 Destination-sequenced Distance Vector Routing Protocol (DSDV)
DSDV [37] is a hop-by-hop distance routing protocol based on the Bellman-Ford
algorithm. Every node periodically transmits routing updates to maintain the routing
table consistency. The key difference between DSDV and traditional distance-vector
routing protocols is that the route entries are tagged by a sequence number assigned by
the destination nodes in order to guarantee loop-free routing in the wireless
environment. The sequence number indicates the freshness of routes with the same
destination; a higher sequence number is more favourable compared to a lower
sequence number. In the event that two routes have the same sequence number, the
route with the smaller metric is used.
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A routing table update generates a lot of overhead traffic; DSDV addresses this
problem by using two types of routing update packets. The first is known as a full
dump, which carries all routing table information. These packets are large and
transmitted relatively infrequently if the network is stable. The second type of updates
uses smaller incremental packets that consume less bandwidth to relay only the
information that has changed since the last full dump.
2.3.1.2 Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR)
OLSR[38][39] is a table-driven, proactive routing protocol, which uses Hello and
Topology Control (TC) messages to discover and then disseminate link state
information throughout the mobile ad-hoc network. The protocol inherits the stability of
a link state algorithm and being a proactive protocol, it has the advantage of having
routes readily available when needed. Being a link-state protocol, OLSR consumes a
reasonably large amount of bandwidth and CPU power for optimal path computation.
OLSR uses the concept of multipoint relays (MPRs) to minimise the overhead of
flooding messages in the network by reducing redundant retransmissions in the same
region. OLSR makes use of "Hello" messages to find its 1-hop and 2-hop neighbours
through their responses. A subset of the 1-hop neighbours is selected as MPRs to
retransmit the messages. The MPR set of a node N is selected in such a way that all the
2-hop neighbours of N are within 1-hop distance of the MPRs, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The
smaller the MPR set is, the more optimal the routing protocol. The neighbours of node
N which are not in its MPR set receive and process broadcast messages received from
node N, but do not retransmit them.
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choice in wireless sensor networks due to their simplicity and support for data ondemand.
2.3.2.1 Dynamic Source Routing Protocol (DSR)
DSR [42] is an efficient reactive routing protocol designed specifically for use in multihop wireless ad hoc networks. "Route Discovery" and "Route Maintenance" are two
main processes in the protocol that work together in order to allow nodes to discover
and maintain routes to arbitrary destinations in the ad hoc network. An advantage of
DSR is that nodes can store multiple routes in their route cache. If a valid route is found
in a node’s route cache, there is no need for route discovery and this saves a
considerable amount of bandwidth in the network, especially in a low mobility network.
DSR uses source routing; when a new data packet is generated, the source node
determines the complete route to the destination. It places the hop-by-hop information
in the packet header and the intermediate nodes simply forward the packet based on this
routing information. With multiple routes in the route cache, the source node is able to
select and control the routes used in routing its packets, an ability which can be used in
load balancing or for increased robustness. Other advantages of DSR include the
support of unidirectional links, as well as rapid discovery when routes in the network
change.
2.3.2.2 Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV)
AODV [43] is an on-demand routing protocol which uses a similar route discovery
procedure as that in DSR. However, AODV has a very different mechanism to maintain
routing information. It uses traditional routing tables, one entry per destination, and uses
hop-by-hop routing. In DSR, however, multiple route cache entries for each destination
are maintained and end-to-end routes are determined by the source. Similar to DSDV,
AODV uses sequence numbers maintained at each destination to determine the
freshness of the routes and to prevent routing loops.
The advantage of AODV is that it is adaptable to high mobility networks. However,
large delays may be experienced by sensor nodes during route construction and link
failure may trigger another route discovery, which introduces extra delays and
consumes more bandwidth.
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2.3.3 Hybrid Routing Protocols
Hybrid routing protocols constitute both proactive and reactive routing processes. These
protocols are designed to increase scalability by allowing nodes in close proximity to
work together to form some sort of a backbone. Nodes that are nearby maintain routes
proactively to reduce the route discovery overheads. Routes to nodes that are far away
are determined by a route discovery process, similar to a reactive protocol.
2.3.3.1 Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP)
In ZRP [44], each node has a routing zone, which defines a range (in hops) in which
each node is required to proactively maintain network connectivity. For nodes within
the routing zone, the Intra Zone Routing Protocol (IARP) implements link-state routing
that provides a complete view of network connectivity. Therefore, routes are
immediately available within the routing zone. Outside the routing zone, routes are
determined on-demand, and any on-demand routing protocol can be used to determine a
route to the required destination.
The advantage of ZRP is that the amount of routing overhead is significantly reduced
compared to pure proactive protocols. By enabling routes to be discovered faster, the
delays are also reduced in the ZRP in contrast with pure reactive protocols. To
determine a route to a node outside the routing zone, ZRP uses the bordercasting
process for its inter-zone routing protocol (IERP). Bordercasting is a process that allows
a node to send packets to its peripheral nodes (nodes on the routing zone boundary).
Route discovery is efficiently done by bordercasting a route query to all the peripheral
nodes of the source node, which in turn bordercast the query to their own peripheral
nodes and so on. Once the destination is found, a route reply is sent back to the source
node. The routing path, which consists of a list of peripheral nodes between the source
and the destination, will be stored in the packet header or cached in the queried
peripheral nodes [45]. Fig. 2.3 shows an example of IERP from the source node S to the
destination node D.
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2.3.3.3 Distributed Dynamic Routing Protocol (DDR) [47]
Similar to ZRP and ZHLS, DDR is a hybrid hierarchical routing protocol based on
zones. Unlike ZRP, the zones in DDR do not overlap, and each node needs to know
only the next hop to all the nodes within its zone. Unlike ZHLS, DDR does not need
location information for routing, and each node keeps only the zone connectivity of its
neighbouring zones whereas in ZHLS, each node maintains the zone connectivity of the
whole network.
DDR executes a six-phase process to build a two-level forest and tree structure:
preferred neighbour election, forest construction, intra-tree clustering, inter-tree
clustering, zone naming and zone partitioning. During the initial phase, each node
carries out the preferred neighbour election algorithm, choosing a neighbour that has the
most number of neighbours as its preferred neighbour. Next, a forest is constructed by
connecting each node to its preferred neighbour. After that, the intra-tree clustering
algorithm is executed to form a tree structure within a zone and build the intra-zone
routing table. The inter-tree clustering algorithm is then executed to determine the
connectivity with the neighbouring zones. Finally to complete the process, each tree is
assigned with a name by executing the zone naming algorithm. After the structure is
completed, hybrid ad hoc routing protocols (HARP) [48] will use the intra-zone and
inter-zone routing tables created by DDR to determine a stable path between the source
and the destination.

2.4

Energy-efficient Wireless Routing Protocols

A WSN is a network of sensor nodes connected via wireless communications. These
sensor nodes often have limited energy capacities; therefore one of the most important
considerations of a routing protocol in WSN is the energy consumption efficiency and
the extension of the network’s lifetime. Most commonly used ad hoc routing protocols
such as DSDV, ADOV, DSR and other routing protocols described in the previous
section use hop-count as the metric for route selection which does not take into account
energy consumption. With the rapid increase in the demand of WSN applications, many
energy-efficient routing protocols have since been proposed for WSNs.
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2.4.1 Energy-aware Routing
Energy-aware routing is a class of routing protocols that makes use of energy
information to make routing decisions, in order to improve the energy performance of
the network.
An on-demand Minimum Energy Routing Protocol (MER) [49] uses a transmission
power control approach to determine the minimum energy route. MER implements the
transmission power control mechanism in DSR and modifies the header of the Route
Request packet to include the power used by the sender to transmit the packet. The
receiving node uses this information, as well as the received power level, to compute the
minimum power required for successful transmission in this link. The power
information (per hop) is appended at each intermediate node towards the destination.
This power information is sent back to the source node in the Route Reply packet along
the reversed links. In this way, the source node and all the intermediate nodes along the
path are able to transmit data packets with the minimum transmit power.
To differentiate between reliable and unreliable transmission links, a new link cost
metric that is a function of both the energy required for a single transmission attempt
across the link as well as the link error rate is defined in [50]. The link error rate factors
in the potential retransmission cost needed for reliable data delivery. There are two
operating models in this retransmission-aware algorithm, end-to-end retransmissions
(EER) and hop-by-hop retransmissions (HHR). The EER model applies in the scenarios
where the individual links do not provide link-layer retransmissions, and
retransmissions due to errors are only initiated by the source node. The HHR model
caters for networks where each individual link provides reliable forwarding via
localised packet retransmissions.
The retransmission-aware algorithm proposed in [50] has only considered the energy
cost of exchanging data packets, although common wireless protocols also require
control packets for reliable data delivery. A more accurate energy model that accounts
for total energy consumption of data packets, control packets and retransmissions is
proposed in [51], and simulation results show that the energy performance is better
using this more accurate energy model.
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Energy efficiency in these variations of energy-aware routing protocols has improved.
However, for a network with stationary nodes, these routing protocols almost always
select the same path, which is the lowest cost path, for the same source-destination pair.
The static behaviour of the path selection means that wireless nodes along the selected
path have to work harder and consume more energy than those that are not on the
selected path. The energies of these overworked nodes will naturally be depleted much
faster than the other nodes. When this happens, there is a high possibility that the
network will be partitioned, making some destination nodes unreachable. In wireless
sensor network (WSN) applications, the exhausted sensor nodes are no longer able to
perform their sensing function even if the network is not segmented. This reduces the
effectiveness of the WSN.
An ant-based energy-aware routing (ABEAR) protocol based on the Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) is proposed in [52]. ABEAR is a multi-path protocol that considers
the link-quality, congestion metrics and the remaining energy of the next hop to
compute the routing path. Simulations results show that ABEAR performs better than
AODV in network lifetime. However, ABEAR requires a proactive neighbour
maintenance process which will increase its control overhead rapidly as the network
density increases.

2.4.2 Maximum Lifetime Routing
There is another class of routing algorithms that aims to maximise the network lifetime.
In [53][54], maximum network lifetime routing is modelled as a linear programming
problem with the objective of maximising network lifetime, which can also be
interpreted as maximizing the amount of information transfer between the origin and
destination nodes given the limited energy. This translates into a shortest cost path
routing whose link cost is a combination of transmission and reception energy
consumption and the residual energy levels at the two end nodes. In [55], the model is
extended to take into the consideration of energy-harvesting capability of the WSNs.
In [56], a heuristic max-min zPmin algorithm that combines path power consumption
and path minimal residual energy is offered. Intuitively, to maximise network lifetime,
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routes should avoid nodes whose energy level is low because overuse of these nodes
will deplete their battery reserves. However, the strategy of routing data along the path
with the maximum minimum residual energy (known as max-min path) could lead to
very poor results as shown in the example given in [56]. Also, routing along max-min
path could be expensive compared to the path with the minimum power consumption.
The proposed max-min zPmin algorithm relaxes the power consumption requirement
along the selected path to be zPmin, where Pmin is the power consumption along the
minimum power consumption path and z is to be computed adaptively based on the
algorithm. The author has simulated the algorithm with mathematical networks and has
obtained good empirical results.
In [57], NCE-DSR(Number of times nodes send Constraint Energy DSR) protocol is
proposed to prolong its network lifetime. NCE-DSR uses the number of messages that
has been transmitted by a node i (Ni) as a proxy for the node residual energy based on
the inverse relationship between the two. The routing metric used in this protocol is a
combination of maximum (N_max) and average (N_ave) values of Ni along the routing
path. Simulation results have shown that NCE-DSR has improved network lifetime
compared to DSR.
Energy Dependent DSR (EDDSR) protocol proposed in [58] attempts to prolong its
network lifetime by discouraging nodes with short lifetime from participating in the
route discovery process. When a node has enough residual energy, it participates in the
network activities behaving exactly as a DSR node. When the node’s residual battery
capacity falls below a threshold, it delays rebroadcasting of a received RREQ by a time
period that is inversely proportional to its predicted lifetime. The protocol has obtained
some success in the scenarios simulated.
An Energy-efficient DSR (E-DSR) protocol proposed in [59] uses a metric that is
based on a combination of node transmission power cost, path energy cost and link
availability for route selection. Simulation results have shown that E-DSR has a better
lifetime performance than DSR in networks with mobile nodes. However, the
assumption that each node knows it coordinates and mobility is a major limitation of
this protocol.
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A conditional max-min battery capacity routing (CMMBCR) algorithm, using a
different combination of power consumption and node residual energy, is proposed in
[60]. Selection of routes in this scheme is conditioned on the minimum battery capacity
of the nodes along the paths between a source and a destination. A path with minimum
total transmission power is selected if routes exist that have the minimum battery
capacity above some threshold value; otherwise, a path with maximum-minimum
battery capacity will be selected. The algorithm is simulated with a simplified routing
scheme to study the effects of the threshold value to network lifetime. [61] and [62]
provide other variations of maximum lifetime routing algorithms.
Most of the maximum lifetime routing algorithms require accurate residual power
information of all nodes in the network for route selection. However, the
communication of such information could generate substantial overhead that consumes
additional energy, and is not addressed in these algorithms.
2.4.3 Load Balancing Algorithms
Load balancing algorithms are traditionally employed to address network congestion
problems to improve packet delivery ratio and reduce packet delay. There are single
path and multi-path load balancing routing algorithms. Single path routing may discover
multiple paths from a source to a destination but will only use the best path, according
to the metric, for data forwarding. Load balancing is achieved over multiple flows that
avoid using the same paths or nodes. Multi-path routing, on the other hand, distributes
data packets over different paths for a single flow.
An example of single path load-balancing is the Load-Balanced Ad hoc Routing
(LBAR) algorithm proposed in [63], which uses node traffic activity as a metric to
distribute the load and to avoid routing via heavily loaded nodes. In LBAR, routing
information on all paths from source to destination is forwarded through setup messages
to the destination. Setup messages include nodal activity information of all nodes on the
traversed path. With the collection of all nodal activity information, the destination
makes a selection of the lowest cost path and sends an acknowledgement back to the
source node. Simulation results in the paper have shown that LBAR has better packet
delivery performance under high traffic conditions. However, as efficient energy
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performance is not its priority, LBAR utilises a substantial amount of control messages
to achieve its objective.
Load Balanced Congestion Adaptive Routing (LBCAR) [64] is proposed to avoid
congestion and increase the throughput of the network. LBCAR is a route selection
algorithm using traffic load intensity and link cost as the routing metric. Simulation
results in the paper have shown that LBCAR is able to reduce the end-to-end delay and
enhance the throughput through balancing the load in the network.
The Multipath Routing Protocol (MSR) [65] is based on DSR and uses Round Trip
Time (RTT) to measure delays for different paths, which form the basis of the routing
metric. A source node then employs a weighted-round-robin scheduling to distribute the
load. Using this scheme, both average RTT and throughput has shown improvements
over the original DSR protocol.
A load balancing algorithm can be used to improve the network lifetime of WSN if an
energy-aware metric is included as part of the route selection criteria. The idea of this
approach is that while the total energy consumed in the network may not be reduced,
total energy consumption is spread over a larger number of sensor nodes and thus the
energy draining rate for individual nodes is slowed down. Load balancing algorithms
for WSNs typically use combinations of new parameters such as transmit and receive
energy costs, residual node energy, and link reliability to the routing metric in addition
to the traditional hop count or link cost.
Traffic Load and Lifetime Deviation Based Power-Aware Routing Protocol (TDPR)
proposed in [66] is a single path load balancing algorithm to prolong network lifetime.
Path selection in TDPR is done by the destination node only during the route discovery
process. The absence of an energy monitoring mechanism in this protocol during the
data transmission phase limits its effectiveness in balancing node residual energy in the
network.

2.5

Duty-cycle MAC Protocols

The main objective of the MAC protocol is to coordinate access to and transmission
over a medium common to several nodes. In the wireless context the common medium
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is the wireless channel which is broadcast in nature. Any ongoing transmission will
interfere with any other transmission within the communication range. Interference may
lead to packet losses and retransmission mechanisms need to be catered for. To
minimize interference and packet collisions, appropriate MAC rules have to be put in
place.
To reach the agreement as to which node can access the communication channel at
any given time, the nodes must exchange some amount of coordinating information.
However, the exchange of information requires the use of the communication channel
itself. This recursive aspect of the multi-access medium problem increases the
complexity and overhead of the MAC protocol.
The key design goals of MAC protocols can be summarised as follows:
i. Delay: Delay refers to the amount of time spent by a data packet in the MAC
layer before it is transmitted successfully.
ii. Throughput: Throughput is defined as the rate at which messages are
serviced by a communication system. It is usually measured either in
messages per second or bits per second.
iii. Robustness: Robustness, defined as a combination of reliability and
availability requirements. It reflects the degree of the protocol insensitivity to
errors.
iv. Stability: Stability refers to the ability of a communications system to handle
fluctuations of the traffic load over sustained periods of time.
v. Energy efficiency: This is one of the most important issues in the design of
MAC protocol for wireless sensor nodes. Energy-efficient MAC protocols
achieve energy savings by controlling the radio to eliminate or reduce energy
wastage such as collisions, idle listening, management and control packet
overhead, etc.
Although a variety of MAC protocols have been developed for wireless networks,
many are not suitable for WSNs because they were not designed with energy
conservation as a primary goal [67].
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A typical WSN generates very light traffic and sensor nodes spend most of the time
listening to the radio channel and idling. This idle listening is the dominant source of
energy consumption in WSNs. Duty-cycling is a common approach used in the MAC
layer to reduce energy consumption due to idling, where sensor nodes alternate between
active and sleep periods. Sensor nodes schedule the transmission and reception of data
during active periods, and switch the radio off completely during sleep periods to
conserve energy. References [68]–[70] provide comprehensive reviews of duty-cycle
MAC protocols for WSN.
In addition to idle listening, overhearing of uninteresting packets, management packet
overheads and collisions also waste power. It is important to identify these causes
because while attempting to reduce idle listening, duty-cycling can increase the collision
rates and introduce more management traffic, hence increasing energy consumption and
reducing the effectiveness of the duty-cycle mechanism designed to reduce energy
consumption.
2.5.1 Challenges of Duty-cycle MAC Protocols
Many different duty-cycle MAC protocols have been proposed during the last decade
and new ones are still being published. Researchers aim to achieve very low duty cycles
for energy conservation. However, this goal is achieved with the trade-off of other
network performance parameters such as end-to-end delay, throughput or robustness. As
WSN applications have diverse network performance requirements, one duty-cycling
mechanism designed for a specific application may not work well with another. Some of
the challenges of duty-cycle MAC are summarised as follows [32]:
i.

End-to-end Delay: Data traversing a duty-cycle multi-hop network will
potentially encounter a situation in which the next hop is sleeping, and will
have to wait for it to wake up. This may add significant latency to the packet
delivery time which is not tolerated by some applications such as surveillance,
where a given event needs to be communicated in a timely fashion.

ii.

Collision Rate: With duty-cycling, transmission and reception windows are
shortened. If a contention-based MAC is used, these smaller time windows
will increase the probability of collisions, reducing throughput and increasing
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latency further. If TDMA is used, a more precise clock synchronisation
process will be needed, which means an increase in control traffic and an
increase in energy consumption for transmitting and receiving such traffic.
iii.

Management Traffic Overhead: Duty-cycling may require additional
management traffic. The most common source of this overhead is
synchronisation.

Fine-grained

synchronisation

requires

frequent

resynchronisation to deal with clock skews. Protocol designers need to ensure
that the energy saved from duty-cycling is not drained by the additional
management traffic overhead.
There are two main categories of duty-cycle MAC protocols. The synchronous dutycycle [71] approach makes use of a MAC layer synchronisation algorithm to
synchronise sensor nodes in the same neighbourhood, so that they can wake up at the
same time to exchange sensor data. On the other hand, the asynchronous or preamble
sampling approach [72] does not use a synchronisation algorithm, but places the burden
of data delivery on the senders. When a sensor node has data to send, it has to first
transmit a preamble that is longer than the sleep period of the receiver so that the
receiver will be able to detect it. Once the preamble is detected, the receiver will stay
awake to receive the data. This approach may also increase the delay significantly as the
sender has to meet the receiver’s active schedule. B-MAC [73], X-MAC [74], and
WiseMAC [75] are some examples of asynchronous duty-cycle MAC protocols.
Synchronous duty-cycle MAC protocols reduce idle listening time, but the required
synchronization introduces extra overhead and complexity, and a node may need to
wake up multiple times if its neighbours are on different schedules. Asynchronous
duty-cycle MAC protocols remove the synchronization overhead, which also means that
they could support applications that require very low duty cycle (<0.1%) [76].
However, they are mainly optimized for light traffic loads and become less efficient in
latency, power efficiency, and packet delivery ratio as traffic load increases.
2.5.2 Synchronisation in WSNs
There are several different needs for synchronisation in WSNs. First, there are many
application areas where sensor nodes need to collaborate to achieve a complex sensing
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task. Data fusion is an example in which data sensed at different nodes is collected and
aggregated into meaningful results. For example, in a vehicle tracking application,
different sensor nodes report the location and time at which they sense the vehicle to a
base station where different pieces of information are processed to estimate the location
and velocity of the vehicle. If the sensor nodes lack a common timescale (i.e., are not
synchronised), the estimate will be inaccurate.
Synchronisation is also used by energy-saving mechanisms to increase network
lifetimes, such as in duty-cycle protocols, in which sensor nodes may sleep by turning
off their sensors and/or transceivers at appropriate times, only waking up when
necessary. The nodes need to sleep and wake up at coordinated times, so that the
receiver of a sensor node is not turned off when there is data directed to it. This requires
precise timing between sensor nodes within the same neighbourhood.
Scheduling algorithms such as TDMA, which enable multiple sensor nodes to share
the transmission medium in the time domain to eliminate collisions and conserve
energy, have a very stringent requirement on synchronisation for their operations.
Clock synchronisation has been studied thoroughly in the areas of Internet and Local
Area Networks (LANs) [77][78]. Many existing synchronisation algorithms rely on the
Global Positioning System (GPS) to work. However, GPS is not widely available in
many WSN application areas, such as those underwater, indoors and underground. It
also requires a relatively high-power receiver, which is not possible in tiny and low cost
sensor nodes.
Network Time Protocol (NTP), a software-based protocol, is the default protocol used
for maintaining synchronisation in computer networks due to its ubiquitous deployment,
scalability, and robustness related to failures. However, NTP is not suitable for WSNs
due to many challenges, such as limited energy and bandwidth, latency, dynamic
topology and multi-hopping. Therefore, clock synchronisation algorithms which are
different from the conventional protocols are needed to deal with the challenges specific
to WSNs.
Different WSN applications have different synchronisation requirements. The
requirements can be broadly classified into three categories. The first is event ordering;
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many applications of sensor networks rely on the chronological order of event
occurrences to obtain useful information from sensed data. For such applications, clocks
are normally unsynchronised; time reference normalisation is only performed when an
event of interest occurs [79]. The second is the maintenance of relative clock
synchronisation. In this category, each node records the relative offset between its clock
and the clocks of other nodes in the network. Relative clock synchronisation can be
further divided based on the scope of synchronisation needs. For some applications, it is
enough to synchronise only a subset of the network at a time (cluster-based
synchronisation), whereas for others, network-wide synchronisation might be required
[80]. The third category is that every node maintains a clock that is synchronised to a
reference node. A global time scale throughout the network is maintained.
Time synchronisation in WSN is typically achieved by exchanging timing messages
among the sensor nodes. There are broadly three approaches for time synchronisation in
WSNs. They are one-way message dissemination (or unidirectional reference
broadcast), sender-receiver synchronisation and receiver-receiver synchronisation and
[80]–[83].
In the unidirectional reference broadcast approach [84][85], a single message
broadcast carrying a reference clock signal is used to achieve local synchronisation with
the participating nodes in the sender neighbourhood. Due to its simplicity,
unidirectional reference broadcast approach is suitable for applications that requires
high energy efficiency but less stringent synchronisation. On the other hand, both
sender-receiver and receiver-receiver synchronisations use multiple message exchanges
to achieve pair-wise synchronisation with high accuracy, however, to achieve this they
need higher bandwidth and higher energy consumption. A comprehensive comparison
and review of different synchronisation algorithms in WSNs can be found in [80].
2.5.2.1 Unidirectional Reference Broadcast
Unidirectional reference broadcast is a simple synchronisation mechanism in which a
reference node simply broadcasts a reference clock signal to other nodes. The receiving
nodes will then synchronise their times with the reference clock.
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As shown in Fig. 2.4, TPSN relies on the two-way message exchange scheme to
acquire the synchronisation between two nodes A and B. Assuming that the clock drift
and the propagation delay do not change in this short span of time, node A can calculate
the clock drift and propagation delay d as:



(T 2  T 1)  (T 4  T 3)
(T 2  T 1)  (T 4  T 3)
,
, d
2
2

(2.1)

TPSN is scalable and the synchronisation precision does not deteriorate significantly
as the size of the network increases. However, it is not energy efficient and does not
support dynamic topologies since it requires a hierarchical infrastructure.
Other examples of sender-receiver synchronisation algorithms include mini-sync and
tiny-sync [87], Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) [88], [89], and Lightweight
Time Synchronisation (LTS) [90].
2.5.2.3 Receiver-receiver Synchronisation
The main idea of receiver-receiver synchronisation algorithms is that when a node
broadcasts a timing reference beacon to its neighbours, the receivers will get the
message at approximately the same time. Instead of the traditional synchronisation
algorithms that try to synchronise between the sender and receiver, the receivers will try
to synchronise with one another.
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Source:

Clock synchronisation inn wireless sensor networks:: An overview [91]

Fig. 2.5

Receiver-reeceiver synchrronisation app
proach where nodes A and B exchange
message arrrival timestam
mps

Reference Broadcast Synchronisa
S
ation (RBS)) [92] is a representativ
r
ve receiver--receiver
syynchronisatiion

algoriithm. As shhown in Fig.
F
2.5, a master noode P broadcasts a

reeference meessage with no timestam
mp, and the receivers (n
nodes A & B
B) stamp th
he arrival
tim
mes of the messagee accordingg to their local cloccks. The rreceivers exchange
e
innformation with each other and compute their
t
clock offsets byy averaging
g all the
obbserved tim
mestamps off neighbourr nodes. Clock
C
drift is estimatedd over the time by
leeast-squares linear reg
gression. Inn case of master
m
nodee failure, tthere should be an
ellection algoorithm to re-elect
r
the master no
ode and thiis is not roobust as ad
dditional
coomputation load and convergencee time are required.
r
In
n terms of ccomputation
nal load,
foor a single-hhop network
k of n nodees, RBS req
quires O(n2) message eexchanges, which is
coomputationaally expensive in largee networks. Similarly, the converrgence time can be
hiigh due to thhe large num
mber of messsage exchaanges [91].
Other exam
mples of reeceiver-receeiver synch
hronisation algorithms include th
he Timediiffusion

S
Synchronisa
ation

Protoocol

(TDP
P)

Syynchronisattion Protoco
ol (CESP) [994].
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Unidirectional reference broadcast such as FTSP utilizes less network resources than
both

RBS

(receiver-receiver

synchronisation)

and

TPSN

(sender-receiver

synchronisation). Assuming all three algorithms use the same synchronisation period,
each node sends 1 message in FTSP, 2 messages in TPSN (1 message to parent and 1
response), and 1.5 messages in RBS (0.5 for a reference broadcast and 1 for a timestamp exchange message) in 1 synchronisation period.
2.5.2.4 Synchronisation in synchronous duty-cycle MAC
The classic synchronous duty-cycle MAC protocol S-MAC follows a SYNC-DATASLEEP 3-phase operational cycle. During SYNC windows, sensor nodes broadcast
synchronisation packets (sync) periodically to synchronise the clocks of the
neighbouring nodes. During DATA windows, sensor nodes send out data packets from
the higher layers based on some contention mechanisms to avoid collisions. Later
developments of synchronous MAC protocols such as DW-MAC, AS-MAC and SEAMAC focus on improving the energy efficiency, throughput and delay performance by
implementing changes in the scheduling and transmission of data packets, leaving the
synchronisation algorithm largely unchanged.
The synchronisation algorithm adopted by the above synchronous MAC protocols is
based on fixed, periodic synchronisation packet broadcast algorithms [95] in SYNC
windows. This algorithm works fine when the network is sparse. When the network is
dense however, there are many unnecessary transmissions that cause collisions and
consume excess energy. Energy consumption for the synchronisation process in SYNC
windows is not insignificant as for most of the synchronous MAC protocols, the ratio of
SYNC window to DATA window is about 1:2. Energy efficiency for the
synchronisation process will be examined in Chapters 4 and 5.
2.5.2.5 Effect of clock drift on synchronisation
Every sensor node has a local clock that is based on a crystal oscillator which provides a
local time for each node. The time reference in a sensor node is just a counter that gets
incremented with interrupts from the oscillator. Due to the imperfections of crystal
oscillators, the time maintained by each sensor node will drift away from the ideal time,
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as well as from one another, over time. As discussed in [81], the clock function of a
node i can be generally modelled as
Ci (t )    f i  t ,

(2.2)

where and fi are the clock offset (phase difference) and clock drift rate (frequency
difference) respectively. Therefore if two nodes A and B are initially synchronised with
each other, the time difference between the two clocks in time t can be shown as

C A (t )  C B (t )  ( f A  f B )  t ,

(2.3)

which is proportional to the time elapsed since the last synchronisation. Periodic resynchronisation is thus required to prevent the continuing increase of clock offsets that
will affect communication reliability and energy consumption efficiency.
A typical crystal-quartz oscillator commonly used in sensor networks has a drift rate
of up to 40 parts per million (40 ppm) [81]. In addition, external factors such as
temperature, voltage changes and hardware aging also add to the clock drift. Therefore a
duty-cycle MAC protocol and its synchronisation algorithm must be able to handle
different levels of clock drifts and still provide good energy and data performance.
2.5.2.6 Effect of duty cycle on synchronisation
Duty cycling is one of the key mechanisms in WSNs to reduce energy wastage in idle
listening and improve network lifetime. In general, lower duty-cycle networks, with
longer sleep time, have lower energy consumption albeit at the expense of longer packet
delivery times. With longer sleep periods and longer frame times in low duty-cycle
operations, sync packet inter-arrival times are longer even when the number of frames in
the synchronisation period is kept constant, which makes clock synchronisation a
greater challenge. For example, a 20 kbps S-MAC frame is about 8.0 seconds and 1.6
seconds in 2% and 10% duty-cycle (dc) networks respectively. With a 10-frame
synchronisation period, a sensor node in a 2% dc network will schedule a sync packet
every 80 seconds compared to just 16 seconds in a 10% dc network. Therefore in
comparing different synchronisation algorithms, it is important to evaluate the stability
of their performance in different duty-cycle operations.
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2.5.3 S
Synchrono
ous Duty-cycle MAC
C Protoco
ols
Synchroonous dutyy-cycle MA
AC protoccols are typically
t
designed
d
w
with period
dic
sleep/wakeup scheddules for daata exchangge which co
onsists of a sleep
s
periodd Tsleep and an
active pperiod, Tacttive repeated
d at Twakeupp intervals [96]. The typical opperation off a
synchroonous duty-ccycle MAC
C protocol iis shown in
n Fig. 2.6, where
w
beacoon frames are
a
transmittted frequenntly to achiieve synchrronisation. At
A the startt of the actiive periods, a
node brroadcasts its
i beacon frames andd shares itts sleep/waakeup scheddule with its
neighboours. This way,
w all the nodes
n
in thee neighbourrhood can use
u the samee schedule for
f
data com
mmunicatioon.

Soource:

A Survey of low du
uty cycle MAC
C protocols in wireless senssor networks [[69]

Fig. 2.6

A syn
nchronous dutty-cycle MAC
C sleep/wakeu
up scheme

The sseminal synnchronous duty-cycle
d
M
MAC protoccol S-MAC
C [97] furtheer divides the
t
active pperiods into SYNC and
d DATA w
windows. Du
uring SYNC
C windows, sensor nod
des
broadcaast synchronnisation (syync) packetss periodicallly to synch
hronise the clocks of the
t
neighboouring nodees. During DATA
D
winddows, senso
or nodes sen
nd out data packets fro
om
the higgher layers based on
n a contenntion mech
hanism to avoid colllisions. Latter
developpments of syynchronouss MAC prottocols such as DW-MA
AC [98], A
AS-MAC [99
9],
SEA-M
MAC [100] and LO-M
MAC [101] focus on improving
g the energgy efficienccy,
throughhput and delay perform
mance by im
mplementin
ng changes either in thhe scheduliing
and trannsmission of
o data pacckets, or tunning the acctive/sleep cycles
c
for ddifferent daata
traffic bbehaviour annd specific applicationns. Little atttention has been
b
given to the enerrgy
consum
mption of thee sensor nod
des in the syynchronisatiion process.
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W
2..5.3.1 Low
w-Energy Adaptive Clu
ustering Hierarchy (L
LEACH)
LE
EACH [1022] is a Tim
me Divisionn Multiple Access
A
(TD
DMA) MAC
C protocol for lowennergy operaation. Using
g a TDMA approach allows
a
end nodes
n
to sleeep for a lo
ong time
ouutside theirr allocated timeslots tto save eneergy. As sh
hown in F
Fig. 2.7, a LEACH
neetwork is organised
o
into
i
clusterrs, each clluster consiisting of a cluster head that
coommunicatees directly with all thhe end nod
des within the clusterr. The cluster head
reeceives the data
d from all
a the end nnodes, processes the daata and trannsmits them
m directly
too the remotee base statio
on.

Source:

A Survey off low duty cyccle MAC proto
ocols in wireleess sensor netw
tworks [69]

Fig. 2.7
2

LEACH hierarchical cluster
c
networrk architecturee

The operattion of LEA
ACH is orgaanised into phases,
p
con
nsisting of a set-up phaase and a
steady-state phase.
p
In th
he set-up phhase, a distriibuted clustter formatioon techniquee is used
too select clusster heads. The
T cluster heads then broadcast their
t
servicees using thee Carrier
Seense Multipple Access (CSMA) m
mechanism to
t the end nodes.
n
The end nodes select a
clluster head based on the
t receivedd signal strength. The cluster form
rmation is complete
c
onnce all thee cluster members
m
aare synchro
onised to the TDMA
A schedulees. Data
traansmission can then take place duuring the steeady-state ph
hase.
As a cluster head neeeds to be aactive all th
he time, its energy connsumption is much
hiigher than thhe end nodees. LEACH
H incorporattes randomised rotationn of cluster heads in
orrder to balaance energy
y consumpption among
g the senso
or nodes. H
However, th
he fixed
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clustering structure and the need for tight, global synchronisation make the network not
scalable. In addition, the high transmission power required for direct communication
between cluster heads and the base station may dominate the total energy consumption
since every sensor node must have enough power to reach the base station if selected as
a cluster head.
2.5.3.2 Sensor MAC (S-MAC)
S-MAC [97][95] is a synchronous duty-cycle MAC protocol primarily designed for
energy conservation and self-configuration. Unlike LEACH, S-MAC adopts a virtualcluster approach to support a flat, multi-hop network topology. Neighbouring nodes
form virtual clusters based on common sleep/wakeup schedules to reduce latency and
control overhead.
S-MAC introduces several novel features for energy-efficient operation. The first
feature is a periodic sleep and listen schedule. In the listen period, sensor nodes wake up
to listen and communicate with other nodes. The listen period is further divided into
SYNC and DATA periods. Only synchronisation frames are allowed in SYNC periods
for the purpose of synchronising the neighbourhood, and Data frames follow a
contention procedure to access the media during the DATA periods. In a sleep period,
the nodes will try to sleep by turning off their radios. In this way, the time spent on idle
listening can be significantly reduced.
S-MAC is a contention-based protocol. To avoid collisions, S-MAC has adopted both
physical and virtual carrier sensing, which is similar to the Distributed Coordination
Function

(DCF)

protocol

in

IEEE

802.11

standards.

The

sequence

of

RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK is used to avoid collisions due to hidden nodes.
The periodic sleep and listen scheme, however, increases latency in multi-hop
networks. S-MAC implements an adaptive-listening technique [97] to reduce the
latency that could be caused by the periodic sleep of intermediate nodes.
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Source:

A survey an
nd projection on medium acccess control protocols
p
for wireless sensor
networks [6
67]
Fig. 2.8

Adaptive lisstening in S-M
MAC

To reduce energy wastage due tto overheariing, S-MAC
C allows alll interfering nodes,
w
which are im
mmediate neiighbours off the sender and receiveer, go to sleeep after theey “hear”
ann RTS or CT
TS packet (Fig. 2.8).
In large multi-hop
m
networks,
n
m
multiple virrtual clusteers are form
med with multiple
scchedules. Nodes
N
that share
s
the saame schedu
ule form a virtual
v
clusster in S-MA
AC, and
noodes with neighbours
n
in two or mo
more clusterss are border nodes. Borrder nodes consume
c
m
more energyy as they sp
pend more ttime listeniing to or seending dataa. Thereforre, these
boorder nodess will be ex
xhausted off energy so
ooner than the other nnodes, whicch could
poossibly causse network partitioningg. The Glob
bal Schedulle Algorithm
m (GSA) [1
103] was
inntroduced too eliminate inefficient multiple-scchedules at border noddes and imp
prove the
neetwork lifetime of S-M
MAC. GSA uuses schedu
ule age as a unique paraameter for all
a nodes
too converge to
t the globaal schedule.

2..5.3.3 IEEE
E 802.15.4
4 MAC
Thhe IEEE 8002.15.4 MA
AC standardd was releassed in 2006
6 to support
rt Wireless Personal
A
Area Networrks (WPAN
Ns) with a duuty-cycle mechanism
m
in
i which thhe size of acctive and
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sleep peeriods are adjustable during the WPAN formation. Th
he standardd defines tw
wo
types off devices: a Full-Functtion device (FFD) and a Reduced-Function ddevice (RFD
D).
FFD cann play the role
r
of a co
oordinator w
whereas RF
FD can only
y form star ttopologies by
connectting to the network coordinator
c
[104][105]]. Multiple coordinatoors can eith
her
operate in a peer-tto-peer topology or a star topolo
ogy with a coordinatoor which later
becomees the PAN coordinator
c
r as shown iin Fig. 2.9.

Soource:

A Survey of low du
uty cycle MAC
C protocols in wireless senssor networks [[69]

Fiig. 2.9

Topoology configurrations formedd by FFD and
d RFD in IEEE
E 802.15.4 staandard

The kkey featurees of IEEE 802.15.4 aare in the beacon mo
ode where a superfram
me
structure is maintaained to org
ganise the channel access and data exchangges, which is
shown iin Fig. 2.10. Typically the coordinnator broadccasts a beacon frame inn the first tim
me
slot whiich is then followed a Contentionn Access Peeriod (CAP
P) and a Coontention-Frree
Period (CFP). CFP is made up of Guuaranteed Time
T
Slots (GTS) alloocated by the
t
coordinator to alloow specified
d end nodess to transmiit data with
hout content
ntion. A no
ode
thereforre listens too the beacon
n first to deetermine wh
hether a GT
TS has beenn reserved for
f
itself. Iff there has, it
i remains powered
p
offf until its scheduled GT
TS to transm
mit the data.. If
no GTS
S is reserved, it will use CSMA
A/CA durin
ng the CAP with typpical back-o
off
proceduures for its data
d transmiission.
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Source:

Overview of
o the IEEE 8002.15. 4 stand
dards family fo
or low rate wir
ireless persona
al
area netwo
orks [105]
Fig. 2.1
10 Superfram
me structure in IEEE 802.15.4 beacon modde

However, although
a
en
nergy efficieency is ach
hieved for end nodes bby putting th
he nodes
too sleep duriing inactivee periods annd when th
here is no data
d
to transsmit or receeive, the
ennergy burdeen is put on the coordinnator where it has to bee active duriing the entire active
peeriod. Also,, as with oth
her schedulled protocols, the key issue is thee synchronissation of
thhe entire nettwork as weell as the maaintenance of
o this synch
hronisationn.
2..5.3.4 Dem
mand Wake
eup MAC ((DW-MAC))
D
DW-MAC [998] is an en
nhancement of S-MAC that improv
ves both ennergy efficieency and
laatency perfoormance. It introduces
i
a new low-o
overhead sccheduling allgorithm thaat allows
noodes to wakke up on deemand durinng the sleep
p period of an operatioonal cycle, ensuring
thhat data trannsmissions do
d not colliide at their intended reeceivers. Thhis demand wakeup
teechnique adaaptively inccreases effecctive chann
nel capacity as the traffi
fic load increases, as
traansmission is now mad
de possible during sleep
p periods.
In DW-MA
AC, medium
m access conntrol and daata scheduliing are integgrated. A no
ode with
daata to transm
mit during a DATA peeriod broad
dcasts a speecial frame called a sch
heduling
frrame (SCH)). SCH is a replacemeent of RTS/CTS and it
i sets up oone-to-one mapping
m
beetween a DATA
D
period and the ffollowing Sleep
S
period
d, which unniquely reseerves the
prroportional interval off time for the transmiission of th
he pendingg data fram
me in the
foollowing Sleeep period (Fig.
(
2.11). As in RTS, SCH contaains the desstination address, so
thhat only the intended receiver willl wake up during
d
the specified tim
me, minimiising the
ennergy consuumed due to
t unnecesssary wake-ups. From the simulaations perfo
ormed in
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[98], DW
W-MAC is 50% and 15%
1
more eefficient in energy perfformance foor unicast and
a
broadcaast traffic respectively.

Soource:

DW--MAC: a low latency,
l
energy
gy efficient dem
mand-wakeup mac protocoll for
wirelless sensor neetworks [98]
Fig.. 2.11 Overviiew of data fraame schedulin
ng by SCH in DW-MAC

2.5.3.5 Adaptive Scheduling
S
g MAC (AS
S-MAC)
AS-MA
AC [99] is an evolutio
on of DW- MAC that introduces an adaptivve scheduliing
mechannism to makke the protocol adaptivee to varying
g traffic loaad. Similar tto DW-MA
AC,
AS-MA
AC allows seensor nodess to wake upp on demand
d during thee sleep periood to transm
mit
or receivve packets. However, a major disaadvantage of
o DW-MAC is that thee durations of
the DAT
he system iis not able to
TA period and Sleep period are fixed, and therefore th
dynamiccally adapt to differentt traffic loadds.
AS-M
MAC replaces the DAT
TA period w
with Adaptiive Schedulling (AS) pperiod. With
hin
the AS period, thee time durattion for a nnode to stay
y awake is defined as the Resilieent
Time (RAT
T). The leng
gth of the R
RAT can vaary in each operationall cycle and
d is
Active T
adaptivee to the varriable traffiic load. Thhis mechanism allows nodes to scchedule mo
ore
data trannsmissions within one operationaal cycle wheen the traffic load is higgh, as well as
go to sleeep earlier when the trraffic load iis low. Fig. 2.12 illustrrates the adaaptive chan
nge
of the R
RAT with reespect to thee change in ttraffic cond
ditions in thrree operatinng cycles.
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Source:

An Energy--Efficient Selff-Adaptive Duty Cycle MAC
C Protocol forr TrafficDynamic Wireless
W
Sensoor Networks [1
100]

Fig. 2.122 Adaptive change of resillient active tim
me (RAT) for: Scenario 1 (aaverage trafficc),
Scenario 2 (high traffic),, and Scenario
o 3 (low trafficc)

2..5.3.6 Self--Adaptive Duty Cycle
e MAC (SE
EA-MAC)
Thhe duty-cyccle MAC su
uch as S-M
MAC, DW-M
MAC, and AS-MAC
A
alll adopt fix
xed dutycyycles, whichh are unablee to adapt tto variations in traffic. A low dutyy-cycle opeeration is
deesignated foor low traffiic load to coonserve energy, but it results
r
in higgh end-to-end delay
R) for high
annd low packket delivery
y ratio (PDR
h traffic loaads. On the other hand
d, a high
duuty cycle opperation mig
ght help in rreducing en
nd-to-end deelay and inccreasing PD
DR, but it
w
will result in significant energy wasstage when traffic is low
w.
SEA-MAC
C [100] is similar to AS
S-MAC in th
he following aspects:


It follows
fo
a SY
YNC-AS-SL
LEEP 3-phaase operational cycle.



It adopts
a
the timeout-baseed Resilient Active Tim
me (RAT) m
mechanism.



It inherits
i
the enhanced proportionaal mapping
g function ffor schedulling data
trannsmission.
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It retains the SCH frame
f
with tracked rettry numbers for efficieent multi-h
hop
forwardinng.

Diffferent from
m AS-MAC
C, SEA-MA
AC computees the duty
y-cycle efficciency of the
t
precedding operattion cycle in SYNC periods, an
nd shares itt with the neighbouring
sensor nodes. Thhe duty-cyccle of the ssucceeding operation cycle is theen adaptiveely
mined basedd on the co
omputed ressults. SEA-MAC defin
nes duty-cyc
ycle efficien
ncy
determ
as thee ratio of RA
AT over TAS
s ratio refleccts the effecctive duty cy
cycle based on
A since this
the prroportional mapping
m
fu
unction for ddata transmiissions.
As shown in Fig.
F 2.13, iff the duty-cyycle efficiency has reaached the prre-determin
ned
lowesst efficiencyy, the succeeding opeeration cycle for this node
n
will bbe reduced in
order to comparaatively increase the duuty-cycle effficiency. Th
he oppositee is true if the
t
duty-ccycle efficiiency has reached the pre-determ
mined higheest efficienccy. Otherwiise
the opperation cyccle will rem
main unchangged.

Source:

An Energy-E
Efficient Self-A
Adaptive Dutyy Cycle MAC Protocol for Traffic-Dynam
T
mic Wireless
Sensor Netw
works [100]

Fig. 2.13 Dynamic chhanges of duty
y cycles in SEA
A-MAC for th
hree different duty-cycle eff
fficiencies

Expperimental results fro
om [100] sshow that SEA-MAC outperform
ms AS-MA
AC
substaantially in energy con
nsumption aand end-to--end delay, especially under heaavy
unicast traffic loaad scenarioss.
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2.5.4 Asynchronous Duty-cycle MAC Protocols
Unlike the synchronous protocols, asynchronous duty-cycle MAC protocols do not
require prior knowledge on the timing information and schedules of neighbouring nodes
for data communication. They are not impacted by clock drift and hence do not require
a synchronisation protocol to operate.
Asynchronous duty-cycle MAC utilizes a frequent channel sampling mechanism
known as low power listening (LPL) to detect possible starting transmissions in the
network. The sender first transmits a preamble packet to signal that there is data to be
transmitted. Upon receiving the preamble packet, the receivers wake up to wait for the
arrival of data packets. However, the long preamble packet size of this transmitterinitiated approach in asynchronous WSNs contributes to the higher transmission energy
used in the network. Other approaches such as receiver-initiated and redundant
transmission of preamble packets are explored to reduce the burden on the transmitter
[72]. In addition, frequent channel sampling also contributes to higher start-up costs;
proper measures must be taken to ensure the optimal wake-up period is implemented.

2.5.4.1 Berkeley MAC (B-MAC)
B-MAC [73] is a variant of CSMA with a preamble sampling mechanism. To achieve a
low power operation, B-MAC employs an adaptive preamble sampling scheme to
reduce the duty cycle and minimise idle listening. Upon waking up, the sensor nodes
use Low Power Listening (LPL) to check for activity above the estimated noise floor.
The nodes will go into a full active state and wait for data packets only if activity is
detected. If it is a false-positive and no packet is received, the nodes will go back to
sleep after a timer time-out. The basic operation of B-MAC is shown in Fig. 2.14.
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Soource:

A Survey of low du
uty cycle MAC
C protocols in wireless senssor networks [[69]
F 2.14 Bassic operation oof B-MAC witth preamble saampling
Fig.

The C
CSMA mecchanism is implemente
i
ed at the traansmitter. Upon
U
detectiion of a cleear
channell, a long preeamble is transmitted ppreceding a data packett. Acknowleedgement can
c
be usedd to enhancce reliabilitty. RTS-C
CTS can also be impllemented inn high trafffic
networkks to reducee collisions.
B-MA
AC providees some fleexibility to the higherr layer prottocols to addjust chann
nel
samplinng interval Ti, based on the chhanging nettwork cond
ditions. In a high lo
oad
conditioon, samplinng rates caan be increeased to in
ncrease the traffic cappacity of the
t
networkk; however, this will alsso increase the energy consumptio
on of the sennsor nodes.

2.5.4.2 X-MAC
C introducees excess laatency at each hop andd suffers fro
om
The lonng preamblee in B-MAC
excess energy connsumption at non-targget receiveers. X-MAC
C [74] solv
lves the long
preamblle problem
m by dividiing it into a stream of short preamble
p
ppackets, eaach
containiing the ID of
o the targett node as shhown in Fig
g. 2.15. The series of shhort preamb
ble
packets effectivelyy constitutees a single long pream
mble. When
n a node w
wakes up and
a
receivess a short preeamble pack
ket, it inspeects the targ
get ID. If it is the intennded recipient,
it stays awake to receive
r
the subsequentt data packeet; otherwisse, it goes bback to sleeep,
thus avooiding the overhearing
o
problem.
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Source:

X-MAC: a short preambble MAC proto
ocol for duty-ccycled wireless
ss sensor
networks [7
72]

Fig. 2.155 The basic operations
o
of X
X-MAC’s sho
ort preamble approach
a
comppared to LPL
approach

The second improvem
ment of X--MAC is th
he introducttion of earlly acknowledgment
paackets by the
t intendeed receiver to the sen
nder throug
gh the gap between th
he short
prreambles. When
W
the sender
s
receiives the accknowledgement packeet, it stops sending
prreambles annd sends the data packket instead. This reducces per-hop latency and avoids
unnnecessary energy conssumption inn waiting an
nd transmitting.

2..5.4.3 Wise
eMAC
W
WiseMAC [775] is a preaamble samppling duty-ccycle MAC protocol. Itt solves the problem
off the long preamble
p
by
b learning the sampliing schedulle of its neeighbours so
s that a
w
wake-up preaamble of miinimised lenngth can be used.
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Sourcee:

Survey on
n latency issuees of asynchro
onous mac pro
otocols in delaay-sensitive
wireless sensor
s
networkks [74]

Fig. 2.116 Adaptive wake-up preaamble mechan
nism through learning of sam
mpling schedu
ule
MAC
in WiseM

As shhown in Fig. 2.16, wh
hen the recceiver’s wak
keup patterrn is still uunknown, TX
T 1
sends a preamble that
t
is equal to the fulll basic cycle duration T.
T Each recceiver adds its
own schhedule intoo the ACK
K frame whhen a DAT
TA frame is successfuully receiveed.
Samplinng schedulee offsets of all
a neighbouuring nodess are subseq
quently learnnt and kept in
a table. The scheddules are dy
ynamically updated whenever
w
frrames and sschedules are
a
exchangged or possiibly overheaard. Based oon the schedule table, a node can determine the
t
wakeupp times of itss neighbourrs so that it can wake up
u at the right time to ssend data with
minimuum preamblee length. Th
his feature aalso allows TX2 to send
d its data quuickly witho
out
additionnal waiting time
t
as show
wn in Fig. 22.16.
2.5.4.4 Receiver--Initiated MAC
M
(RI-MA
AC)
RI-MAC
C [106] aim
ms to minim
mise the timee a sender and
a its inten
nded receivver occupy the
t
wirelesss medium by
b using receiver-initiaated data trransmission
n. In contraast to B-MA
AC
and X-M
MAC, theree is no pream
mble transm
mission from
m senders in RI-MAC.. In RI-MA
AC,
each noode wakes up
u periodiccally based on its own
n schedule (determined
(
d by its duttycycle) aand broadcaasts a short beacon fram
me if the medium
m
is id
dle. A nodee with queu
ued
data rem
mains activve and waitts silently until it recceives a beacon framee sent by the
t
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W
inntended receeiver. As only
o
beaconns and data transmissio
ons occupy the medium
m in RIM
MAC with no
n preamblees, occupanncy of the medium
m
is significantly
ly decreased
d, which
frees up moree capacity for
f data exchhange amon
ng other nod
des.

Source:

Survey on latency
l
issuess of asynchron
nous mac proto
ocols in delayy-sensitive
wireless sensor networkss [74]

Fig. 2.177 The basic operations
o
of rreceiver initiaated beacon brroadcast and ccontentions
among the senders in RII-MAC

As shown in Fig. 2.17
7, node TX(11) starts DA
ATA transmiission uponn receiving a beacon
from RX, whhich is ackn
nowledged bby RX with
h another beeacon. This second beaacon has
tw
wo functionns; first, it acknowledg
a
ges the correct receipt of the sentt DATA fraame; and
seecond, it invvites a new
w DATA fraame transm
mission. TX
X(2) then hass the opporttunity to
seend its DAT
TA frame to the same reeceiver.

2.6

Data
a-centric Protoco
ols

D
Data-centric protocols are
a typicallly used in data gatherring sensorr networks. In data
ng queries tto the senso
or nodes
gaathering appplications, the sink reequests dataa by sendin
neear a regionn of interesst. In responnse, the sen
nsor nodes in the regioon then colllect and
traansmit the data back to the sink. Due to the large numb
ber of sensoor nodes in
n a WSN
annd their ranndom positiions, there is no global identification of thhe nodes; making
m
it
diifficult in quuerying a paarticular sett of sensors.. The traditiional floodinng approach
h of data
diisseminationn also lead
ds to implossion and daata redundaancy, whichh is bandwidth and
ennergy ineffiicient. In ad
ddition, sennsor nodes often
o
coverr overlappinng geograph
hic areas
w
which leads to
t overlappiing data sennding to the sink [33][1
107].
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2.6.1 Sensor Protocol for Information via Negotiation (SPIN)
SPIN [107] is a negotiation-based information dissemination protocol suitable for
WSNs. Negotiation and resource-adaptation are two key mechanisms used in SPIN that
contribute to its energy efficiency.
To overcome the problems of implosion, SPIN nodes negotiate with the neighbouring
nodes to eliminate the transmission of redundant data messages. To eliminate overlap,
SPIN uses meta-data as the descriptors of the data for negotiation, allowing the nodes to
name the portion of the data that they are interested in obtaining. In this way, nodes do
not waste energy for the unnecessary data transmission.
The SPIN protocols are resource aware and resource adaptive. Each sensor node has
its own resource manager to compute the energy required to process, send, and receive
data over the network.

The resource manager also keeps track of the energy

consumption, which helps the sensors to monitor and adapt to any change in their own
resources. Whenever their resources are low, nodes are able to cut back on their
activities to increase their lifespan.
However, SPIN does not specify a format for meta-data; therefore, SPIN applications
must define a meta-data format that takes into account the costs of storing, retrieving,
and managing the data in order to be effective. The cross-layer dependency of SPIN
also makes it less flexible to support different WSN implementations.
2.6.2 Directed Diffusion
Directed Diffusion [108] is a data-centric protocol designed for sensor query, data
dissemination and processing. The protocol uses attribute-value pairs for naming the
data and diffuses the named data through sensor nodes. The main reason behind using
such a scheme is to get rid of unnecessary operations of network layer routing in order
to save energy.
A sink node using directed diffusion creates a query by broadcasting an interest
message with a list of attribute-value pairs. The dissemination of interest message sets
up gradients along multiple paths within the network. Specifically, the gradient
direction is set towards the neighbouring node that sends the interest. Initially, when a
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W
soource detectts a matchiing target, iit sends ex
xploratory reesponses allong multip
ple paths
toowards the sink.
s
When the sink reeceives thesse explorato
ory responsees, it reinfo
orces one
paarticular neeighbour ass a preferreed path baased on som
me local ruules. For example,
e
chhoosing thee neighbou
ur from whhich the most
m
events have beenn received, or the
neeighbour whhich consisttently sendss events beffore other neighbours.
n
orcement
This reinfo
prrocess repeaats towards the sourcee and a rein
nforced, prefferred path is establish
hed. Fig.
2..18 illustratees a simpliffied schemaatic of directted diffusion
n.

Soource:

Direccted Diffusion
n for Wireless Sensor Netwo
orking [108]

Fiig. 2.18 Simpplified directed
d diffusion proocess. (a) Inteerest dissemination, (b) Inittial gradients setup, (c)
Data transmission
n along reinforrced path

There are several key
k
differeences betw
ween directted diffusioon and traaditional
neetworking: First, it is data-centrric; sensor nodes use interest m
messages to specify
reequired dataa. Second, in contrastt with the end-to-end communiccation in traaditional
W
WSN, all com
mmunicatio
on in diffusiion based neetworks is neighbour-t
n
to-neighbou
ur. Third,
evvery node caan cache, ag
ggregate, annd process messages.
m
As the difffusion techn
nique uses sstrictly locaal communiccation, nonee of the nod
des have
a global topoology view, and thus thhe resulting communicaation paths m
may be sub
boptimal.
H
However, the energy in
nefficiency due to sub
boptimal paaths is com
mpensated with
w data
agggregation techniques
t
and
a an increease in robu
ustness.
2..6.3 Rumo
our Routin
ng
D
Directed difffusion generrally floodss the query throughout the entire nnetwork in order to
diiscover the best path. However,
H
inn many app
plications, th
he queries ccould be forr a small
am
mount of data,
d
and th
herefore floooding the queries
q
is not
n efficient
nt. Rumour Routing
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[109] prrovides an alternative to flood thhe events instead of queries
q
if thhe number of
events is small andd the numberr of queriess is large.
ved packetss, termed aas agents, for
f
The rrumour rouuting algoriithm emplooys long-liv
floodingg events thrrough the network. Whhen a node detects an event,
e
it proobabilistically
generatees an ageent which travels thrrough the network, propagatinng the eveent
informaation to distaant nodes.
Any nnode may generate a qu
uery, whichh should be routed to a particular eevent. If it has
h
a route to the evennt, the querry will be roouted to the event nod
de. Otherwiise, the queery
will be forwarded in a random
m directionn until it reaches a nod
de that has observed the
t
ode
target evvent, or unttil it expiress. If the queery did not reach a desstination; thhe query no
can eithher retransm
mit or flood the
t query.

Source: Ruumour routing
g algorithm foor sensor netw
works [109]
Fig. 2.19 Rumour
R
routin
ng applies in tthe region below query and
d event floodinng

As shhown in Figg. 2.19, the Rumour R
Routing algo
orithm is in
ntended to ffill the regiion
betweenn query floooding and event
e
floodding. It is useful only if
i the numbber of queriies
compareed to the number off events liees between
n the two intersectionn points. An
A
applicattion with thhe knowledg
ge of this rratio can usse a hybrid of Rumourr Routing and
a
floodingg for optimaal energy uttilisation.
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2.7

Summary

The market potential and rapid development of IoT applications has generated strong
research interests in the related component areas such as IoT communication protocols,
LPWANs and WSNs, and energy efficiency is always a key consideration in the design
of these components. Within the area of WSNs, node to node communications
contributes to a significant amount of sensor node energy consumption. To minimise
energy consumption and maximise network lifetime, various techniques are used in the
design of sensor nodes which include energy harvesting, data centric protocols, routing
algorithms and duty-cycle operations. In this chapter, we have reviewed and discussed
the various state of the art ad-hoc routing and duty-cycle MAC protocols in detail. We
have identified the gaps in the areas of energy monitoring and distribution mechanism
in routing and synchronisation algorithm in duty-cycle MAC and will present our
proposals in the next few chapters.
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Cha
apter 3
Energy
y-bala
anced Routting Algorit
A
thm in
n
W
WSN
3.1

IIntroducttion

Networkk lifetime is
i one the most
m
import
rtant metrics for the ev
valuation off WSNs. In
na
resourcee-constraineed environm
ment, the coonsumption
n of every limited
l
resoource must be
taken innto consideration. Thiss is especiaally so in WSNs,
W
where other meetrics such as
packet ddelivery rattio (PDR), quality of sservice (Qo
oS), as welll as sensor coverage and
a
connecttivity, are strongly
s
dep
pendent on network liifetime [110]. Network
rk lifetime, in
turn, deppends on thhe lifetimes of the indivvidual nodees that consttitute the neetwork, whiich
is finally reduced to
t how mucch energy itt consumes over time, and how m
much energy
y is
availablle for its usee.
Tradittional ad hooc routing protocols
p
suuch as DSD
DV, AODV and DSR uuse path co
ost,
which cconsiders paarameters su
uch as distaance, bandw
width, and liink quality, as the metrric
for routee selection. This selecttion criterionn does not take
t
into account the ennergy cost for
f
utilizingg a particcular link. As sensoor devicess are enerrgy-constraiined, enerrgy
consum
mption has become a keey consideraation and th
hese routing protocols aare deemed to
be inadeequate.
To im
mprove ennergy perfo
ormance, vvarious eneergy-aware routing pprotocols th
hat
incorporrate energyy cost for individual links as described
d
in
n Chapter 2 have beeen
proposeed [49]–[51]. Energy
y efficiencyy in these variations
v
of
o energy-aaware routing
protocolls has imprroved. However, the staatic behavio
our of the path
p selectioon means th
hat
wirelesss nodes alonng the seleccted path hhave to work
k harder an
nd consumee more enerrgy
than thoose that are not on the selected
s
path
th. The enerrgies of thesse overworkked nodes will
w
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naturally be depleted much faster than the other nodes. When this happens, there is a
high possibility that the network will be partitioned, making some destination nodes
unreachable.
There is another class of routing algorithms that aims to maximize network lifetime as
proposed in [56]–[62]. Most of these maximum lifetime routing algorithms require
accurate residual power information of all nodes in the network for route selection.
However, the communication of such information could generate substantial overhead,
which consumes additional energy and is not addressed in these algorithms.
In recent years, Internet of Things (IoT) application scenarios are rapidly gaining
traction. The majority of these application scenarios consist of interconnected
heterogeneous devices such as wireless sensors, smart-phones, as well as networkenabled embedded systems such as controllers, actuators and RFID devices. The
heterogeneity of WSN nodes further increases the complexity of optimising the network
lifetime of a WSN.
In this chapter, we describe a routing protocol that is computationally efficient, fully
distributed, with energy-aware multi-path balancing for heterogeneous WSNs. The new
routing protocol enhances the existing stable Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol
with an energy-balancing feature to improve network lifetime which we refer to as
Energy-balanced Dynamic Source Routing (EB-DSR).

3.2

DSR Overview

DSR [42][111] is an efficient routing protocol designed specifically for multi-hop
routing in a wireless ad hoc network. A wireless ad hoc network is built spontaneously
when a collection of wireless mobile hosts connects to one another for data
communications without the aid of any established network infrastructure or centralised
administration.
DSR is a reactive routing protocol, which means routing activities are only initiated in
the presence of data packets in need of a route. The key benefit of reactive or ondemand protocols is the reduction of routing overhead and energy consumption. For
sensor network applications, high routing overhead consumes additional network
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capacity and energy, which could significantly impact the data performance and lifetime
of the WSN.
DSR uses source routing, i.e. the source node determines the complete route to the
destination when a new data packet is generated. It places the hop-by-hop information
in the packet header so that the intermediate nodes can simply forward the packet based
on the routing information in the packet header. Normally, the source node obtains the
routing information by searching for routes it previously learned from its route cache. If
no route is found in its cache, a route discovery process is initiated to find a new route
to the destination node.
While a host is using any source route, it continues to monitor the correctness of the
route. If any node along the route moves out of transmission range of its next or
previous hop neighbour along the route, the route can no longer be used to reach the
destination and is considered invalid. A route will also become invalid if any of the
nodes along the route is powered off or fails due to other reasons. A route maintenance
process is used to monitor of the validity of a route.
3.2.1 Route Discovery Process
To initiate route discovery, a source node S broadcasts a Route Request (RREQ) packet,
which is received by all the neighbouring nodes within wireless transmission range of S.
Each RREQ identifies the source node S and the destination node D, and also contains a
unique request identification (ID). When an intermediate node receives the RREQ for
the first time, it rebroadcasts the RREQ packet after adding its address to the source
route. The intermediate node discards the RREQ if the message contains the same ID
that it has received before, or if its address is already in the source route of the message.
This process continues until the RREQ reaches the destination node D.
When the destination node D receives the RREQ, it will simply reverse the sequence
of hops in the route record and use this as the source route for the Route Reply (RREP)
message back to node S if the MAC protocol requires bidirectional frame exchange for
unicast packets. Otherwise, it will examine its own route cache for a route back to S. It
will use this route as the source route for delivery of the Route Reply (RREP) message
back to node S. If no such route is found, it will piggyback the RREP on its own RREQ
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too discover a route to S.
S To improove the efficciency of th
he route disscovery pro
ocess, all
inntermediate nodes will also cache the routes learned durring the proocess for futture use.
Thhe building of source route
r
recordd during rou
ute discovery
y process iss shown as Fig.
F 3.1.

Fig. 3.1

DSR Route diiscovery proceess through brroadcast of RR
D
REQ and uniccast of
R
RREP
packetss

3..2.2 Route
e Mainten
nance Proc
cess
Thhe routing information
n for all noodes in the network needs
n
to be updated att regular
inntervals. Prooactive routting protocools integratee route disccovery withh route main
ntenance
byy continuouusly sending
g periodic rrouting upd
dates. If thee status of a link chan
nges, the
peeriodic updaates will eveentually refflect the chaanges to all other routinng nodes.
In the abseence of perriodic updattes, DSR provides two
o mechanissms for maiintaining
thhe correctneess of the routes. Thhe first is the ackno
owledgemennt, which provides
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confirm
mation that a link is
i capable of carrying data. In wirele ss network
ks,
acknow
wledgementss are often provided
p
at nno cost to th
he Network
k layer, eitheer through the
t
lower

layer

wirreless

MA
AC

protocool

acknow
wledgement,

or

by

a

"passiive

acknow
wledgement"" by overh
hearing dow
wnstream nodes
n
forwaarding theiir transmittted
packets..
The ssecond is the Route Errror (RERR)) packet. When
W
a node determiness that a link
k is
broken due to thee lack of acknowledge
a
ement receeived after a maximum
m number of
missions, it returns a RERR
R
to thee original seender of the packet enccountering the
t
retransm
error as shown in Fig.
F 3.2. Thee RERR paccket contain
ns the addreesses of the nodes at bo
oth
n a node re ceives the RERR,
R
it will
w remove aall routes th
hat
ends of the hop in error. When
contain the brokenn link from
m its route ccache. A neew route discovery prrocess is th
hen
initiatedd by the nodde to obtain new and uppdated routees.

Fig. 3.2

3.3

Propagation
n of RERR to the source no
ode in the even
nt of link failuure

P
Proposed
d EB-DS
SR Protoc
col

In manyy large-scale applicatio
ons, a singlee WSN may
y consist off multiple tyypes of senssor
nodes w
with differeent sensing
g functions working together.
t
In
n such a hheterogeneo
ous
networkk, sensor noodes could have
h
differeent energy capacities. Special carre needs to be
taken too avoid overrloading thee weaker seensor nodess; otherwisee the weakerr nodes cou
uld
be exhaausted of thheir energies in a very short perio
od of time, which shorrtens netwo
ork
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lifetime unnecessarily. A new routing protocol that is aware of the energy status of the
sensor nodes in the WSN and a new routing metric that uses the updated node energy
information is needed to improve network lifetime performance.
The proposed EB-DSR protocol has the following characteristics:


It is reactive; a route discovery process is initiated by the source node
only when there is data to be routed and no existing route is found in its
route cache.



The forwarding path is determined at the source (i.e. Source Routing
Protocol).



Within a single flow between the same source and destination pair,
forwarding paths can vary from time to time dynamically based on the
residual energies of the intermediate nodes along the paths.



Multi-path routing results in balancing node remedial energies and hence
extends the network lifetime.

EB-DSR protocol uses DSR as a base for source routing and adds 3 new features and
enhancements for multi-path energy-aware routing.
3.3.1 New Energy-balanced Metric
One key feature of EB-DSR is the introduction of a new energy-balancing metric M.
The new metric incorporates the traditional link cost elements (distance, bandwidth,
QoS, etc.) as well as the residual node energies along a given path. In this section, we
discuss the derivation and the properties of this new metric.
eP2

eP1
Ns

cP1

NP 1

cP2

ePj

N P2

cPi

NP j

Path P

Fig. 3.3

Cost and remedial node energy information along a
network path P.
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With reference to Fig. 3.3, for any path P from a source to a destination, the path-cost
metric is defined as:

CP 

 (c
i

Pi

),

(3.1)

where c Pi denotes the cost of link i along path P. Using only the path-cost metric,
between two paths P and Q, path P is preferred to path Q if:

C p  CQ , or

Cp
CQ

 1.

(3.2)

Similarly, the minimum-node-energy metric of path P is defined as:

EP  min({ePj }) ,

(3.3)

where ePj denotes the residual energy of intermediate nodes j along path P. Using only
the minimum-node-energy metric, between two paths P and Q, path P is preferred to
path Q if:

E p  EQ , or

Ep
EQ

 1.

(3.4)

We can combine the two metrics, giving equal weight to each of them. The resulting
parameter CP / EP satisfies the property of a path metric such that path P is preferred to
Q if:

Cp
CQ



Ep
EQ

, or

Cp
EP



CQ
EQ

.

(3.5)

Thus, CP / EP, which considers both path cost and node energy, can be used as a new
metric for route selection. Among all possible paths from a source to a destination, a
path Pi with minimum

Cp / Ep
i

i

will be selected as the best path.

Various path energy metrics have been explored for minimum energy routing [49]–
[51]. However, for such metrics to be effective there is a need for frequent updates of
node- and link-related information from the neighbours, which will consume additional
bandwidth and energy. We will leave the cost-benefit analysis of implementing such
metrics for future work.
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In this work, we focus on a metric that is practical and easily implementable in a real
energy-constrained WSN. We simplify the path cost component of the metric to the
number of links (hop count) along the path to be similar to the three other established
routing protocols DSDV, AODV, and DSR, and investigate the effectiveness of the path
minimum-node-energy component. The new routing metric along a path P, MP, used in
the simulation is given as:
M p  LP

EP

(3.6)

where LP is the number of links along path P.
Route selection between candidate paths based on this simplified metric is illustrated
in the following four cases:
i.

Directly Connected Path:
For a direct connected (single-hop) path P between source and destination, there
is no intermediate node, which means Ep is not defined. Provision is made in the
algorithm to select the direct path since the direct path is the more desirable path
where no intermediate node is needed.

ii.

Equal minimum-node-energy paths P and Q (EP = EQ):
In this case, the metric M reduces to the simple hop-count metric for shortest
path routing. If LP < LQ, the shorter path P will be selected. However, it should
be noted that the shortest path routing can only happen for a short duration.
After some data packets are routed, node energies along the selected path are
consumed, increasing the value of MP. If the increase results in MP > MQ, then
path Q will be selected next.

iii.

Equal hop count paths P and Q (LP = LQ):
In this case, the metric M reduces to the minimum-node-energy metric. If EP >
EQ, which implies that MP < MQ, then path P with higher minimum-node-energy
will be selected. After some data packets are routed, node energies along the
selected path are consumed, decreasing the value of EP. If the decrease results in
MP > MQ, then path Q will be selected next.
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iv.

Paths P and Q with different hop count and minimum-node-energy:
This is most general and the scenario for most cases. Based on the metric, path P
will be selected if EP > (LP / LQ) * EQ, i.e. the minimum-node-energy for path P
must be greater than that of path Q by a ratio of (LP / LQ). Data will be sent along
path P and all nodes along this path will consume their energies for transmitting
and receiving data packets. Path P will continue to be the preferred path until the
energy consumption along path P results in EP < (LP / LQ) * EQ, and path Q will
be selected next. Similarly, the switching of the preferred path from Q to P will
happen when EP > (LP / LQ) * EQ. The alternate selection of path P and Q by this
metric has the energy-balancing effect of maintaining a constant minimumnode-energy ratio between the two paths, i.e.

EP / EQ  LP / LQ .

(3.7)

3.3.2 Transport and Storage of Node Energy Information
To incorporate the proposed energy-balancing metric effectively, the sensor nodes that
make the routing decision must be provided with the updated residual node energy
information of all nodes along the possible paths. Efficient transport and storage of the
residual node energy information must be considered in the new protocol.
In the DSR protocol, a source node selects the best end-to-end route to the destination
node. It provides an address list of the intermediate nodes through which the packets are
forwarded in order to reach the destination. In EB-DSR, additional node energy fields
associated with the corresponding intermediate nodes are added to the source route
headers of RREQ and RREP packets. Each intermediate node, upon receiving these
control packets, will first update this field with its current node energy level before it
forwards the packets downstream. By piggybacking energy information on the source
route headers, node energy information is communicated with minimum added
overhead.
During the route discovery process, RREQ carries the energy information from data
source to data destination, and RREP carries the energy information in the other
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diirection. Alll nodes receeiving thesee messages directly
d
or indirectly
i
(bby overhearring) will
keeep the new
w energy in
nformation for future use.
u After the
t route ddiscovery prrocess is
peerformed, the
t
source node willl have su
ufficient up
pdated nodde residual energy
innformation along
a
the caandidate paaths for routte selection
n based on tthe proposeed metric
ass shown in Fig.
F 3.4.

Fig. 3.4

EB-DSR routee discovery prrocess with no
E
ode energy infformation in thhe source route
h
header

The pseudoo-code of th
he EB-DSR route disco
overy processs is shownn in Fig. 3.5.
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Route Discovery Process
received DATA from application :
if (route_to_destination exists) {
route_selection()
// perform route selection using the routing metric
send_DATA()
// send DATA packet out using the selected route
}
else {
buffer_DATA()
// put DATA packet in the data buffer
construct_RREQ()
// construct RREQ packet
broadcast_RREQ()
// broadcast RREQ packet with empty source route header
}
received RREQ (S → D):
cache_route (SRHeader)
// copy route from source route header into route cache
cache_node_energy (SRHeader)
// copy node energy info into node energy table
if (myNodeId == destination) {
// RREQ targeted at me
process_RREQ()
// process the RREQ packet
construct_RREP()
// construct RREP packet
send_RREP()
// send RREP packet back to source
}
else if (RREQ is new) {
// this is a new RREQ for the intermediate node
append_SRH (myNodeID, myNodeEnergy)
// append myNodeEnergy to source route header
set_next_alert (energy_level, D)
// set next alert energy level to node D in alert table
broadcast_RREQ()
// broadcast RREQ with updated source route header
}
else {
discard(RREQ)
// procedure to discard RREQ
}
received RREP (D → S):
cache_route (SRHeader)
cache_node_energy (SRHeader)
if (myNodeId == destination) {
process_RREP()
route_selection()
send_bufferedDATA()
else {
set_next_alert (energy_level, S)
forward_RREP()
}

Fig. 3.5

// copy route from source route header into route cache
// copy node energy info into node energy table
// RREP targeted at me
// process the RREP packet
// perform route selection using the routing metric
// send out DATA packet in the data buffer using selected route
// set next alert energy level to node S in alert table
// forward RREP packet using the source route header

Pseudo-code of EB-DSR route discovery process

Each EB-DSR node maintains a node-energy table that stores the residual node
energy level of other nodes in the network by reading them from the source route
headers it receives. When data packets need to be routed, the table is referenced by the
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routing algorithm in order to compute the energy-balanced metric M for all available
candidate paths before the path with the lowest M is selected.
Energy entries in the node energy table are updated with the following considerations:
i. An intermediate node may receive multiple packets with node energy
information for the same nodes, and the sequence of packet arrival may not be
the same as the time sequence of the node energy updated by the originating
nodes. In our simulations, we have assumed that there is no energy harvesting
capability in the network and node energy is a strictly decreasing function
with time, a node-energy table entry will only be updated if the energy state in
the source route header for that particular node is lower. In the case of an
energy harvesting network where nodes may be recharged, the assumption
could be removed and node energy could be updated accordingly.
ii. To reduce the memory requirements of the sensor node, the size of the nodeenergy table may not be able to accommodate all the nodes in the network.
When the table is full and there is energy information for a new node, the
highest energy entry in the table is discarded. This is because the lower energy
nodes are more important in the computation of energy-balancing metric M.
3.3.3 Energy Alert Mechanism
Obtaining node energy status from the initial Route Discovery process is not sufficient.
Energy entries in the table become outdated after some time and need to be updated. To
reduce the routing and energy overhead, we use an energy-efficient algorithm that keeps
the sending of energy alert packets to the minimum.
As described in section 3.2.2, RERR packets are used for route maintenance in DSR.
RERR packets in DSR are sent when a node detects a link failure. The RERR packet
header contains an “Error Source Address” and an “Error Destination Address” which
specify the nodes at the two ends of the broken link. A new type of RERR is defined in
EB-DSR to carry out the energy alert function. To differentiate Energy Alert packets
from normal RERR packets, the Energy Alert packet header contains the address of the
alerting node for both the Error Source and Destination addresses. Fig. 3.6 illustrates the
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propagaation of the Energy Aleert packet fr
from a low energy node to the souurce node th
hat
is activeely transmittting data th
hrough it.

Fiig. 3.6

Prop
pagation of RE
ERR(Energy Alert)
A
to the so
ource node

An im
mportant parrameter to consider
c
in the energy alert mechaanism is thee energy aleert
intervall. In our sim
mulations, th
he alert inte
terval is set to 5% of the initial ennergies of the
t
nodes. To minimizze the overh
head, Energgy Alert pacckets will on
nly be trigggered and seent
when thhe followingg three cond
ditions are m
met:
i. The nodee is an activee intermediaate node;
m
en
nergy node aalong the acctive data paath; and
ii.. It is the minimum
iiii. Its node energy
e
has dropped beelow a pre-d
defined inteerval (alert iinterval) fro
om
its previoous update to the same source node. The next-alert inform
mation is keept
in the nodde-energy taable to keepp track of th
he alert statu
us.
The pseeudo-code of
o the EB-DSR energy aalert processs is shown in Fig. 3.7.
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Energy Alert Process
received DATA (S → D) from neighbour :
cache_route (SRHeader)
// copy route from source route header into route cache
cache_node_energy (SRHeader)
// copy node energy info into node energy table
if (myNodeId == destination) {
// DATA packet is for me
process_DATA()
}
else {
update_SRH (myNodeID, myNodeEnergy)
//update myNodeEnergy to source route header
forward_DATA()
// forward DATA packet using the source route header
alert_level = alert_look_up (S)
// look up alert level to S from the alert table
if ((myNodeEnergy < alert_level ) && (minEnergy_in_SRHeader == true)) {
send_energy_alert (myNodeEnergy, S)
// send Energy Alert packet to source node S
}
}
received RERR(Energy Alert):
cache_route (SRHeader)
// copy route from source route header into route cache
cache_node_energy (SRHeader)
// copy node energy info into node energy table
update_EA()
// update alert_node energy info into node energy table
if ((myNodeId == destination) && (Databuffered)) { // energy alert for me and more data to send
route_selection()
// re-compute route using the routing metric
send_bufferedDATA()
// send out DATA packet in the data buffer using selected route
}

Fig. 3.7

3.4

Pseudo-code of EB-DSR energy alert process

Simulation Setup

3.4.1 Network Model
An ad hoc network is set up with 50 nodes randomly located within a square grid of
500m x 500m. These 50 nodes are divided into two groups, with 25 high-energy nodes
and 25 low-energy nodes. The high-energy nodes have sufficient energy to last the
whole simulation while the low-energy nodes will be exhausted before the end of
simulation. The heterogeneous network models a large scale WSN that consists of
multiple types of sensor nodes with different sensing functions and energy capacities
working together. The source and destination nodes are located at equal distance at both
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ends of the grid as shown in Fig. 3.8. The source and destination nodes are also highenergy nodes so that no packets are lost due to their exhaustion.
We have used constant bit-rate (CBR) traffic of 1 packet per second with fixed length
packets of 512 bytes. For physical layer, we have used the two-ray ground reflection
propagation model which considers both the direct path and a ground reflection path,
with ns-2 (version 2.35) default carrier sensing range of 550m and packet reception
range 250m (ns-2 uses binary decision for packet reception). We have also used a
simple energy model, in which node energy is only consumed when transmitting,
receiving and overhearing packets.
Ns0

Nd0

Ns1

Nd1

Ns2

Nd2

Nsi

Ndi
high-energy node

low-energy node
Ns

source node

Fig. 3.8

Nd

destination node

Network model for ns2 simulation

As the power consumption ratio for transmitting and receiving packets (tx_rx_ratio)
varies across different hardware and applications [112][113], and experimental
measurements [114] have shown that actual energy consumptions are very different
from the hardware specifications, the performance of the four routing protocols DSDV,
AODV, DSR, EB-DSR are evaluated with different values of tx_rx_ratio in the static
network simulations. It has to be emphasized that the relative results are more important
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than the absolute numbers. Table 3.1 shows the parameters used in the simulations of
the 4 routing protocols under study.
The ability to respond to topology changes due to node mobility is also one of the
most important design criteria of WSN routing protocols. In the second part of our
simulations, the performance of the routing protocols are compared in mobile network
scenarios, in which each intermediate node moves independently with a random
velocity, which changes the network topology over time.
Table 3.1 WSN simulation parameters for ad-hoc routing protocols
Parameter

Value

Grid size

500m x 500m

Number of intermediate nodes

25 (high-energy),
25 (low-energy)

Number of source-destination pairs

5

Data rate (CBR)

1 packet/s

Packet size

512 bytes

Interface queue length

50 packets

MAC protocol

IEEE 802.11

Simulation time

500s

Simulated routing protocols

DSDV, AODV, DSR, EB-DSR

Propagation model

Two-ray ground reflection

Carrier sensing range

550m

Transmission range

250m

3.4.2 Performance Metrics
3.4.2.1 Network Lifetime
The primary performance metric of interest to us is network lifetime. There are different
definitions of network lifetime available in the literature. In [115], the definitions can be
categorised as follows:
i. Time to which a pre-defined fraction of nodes is exhausted;
ii. Time to which emergence of first partition in the network occurs; and
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iii. Time to which packet delivery rate drops below a pre-defined value.

In our simulations, the 25 high-energy nodes remain alive until the end of the
simulations. They keep the network connected and the packet delivery rate remains
high. Therefore, the first category of the definitions is appropriate. For a simple
comparison among different routing protocols, we adopt the most common definition
for network lifetime within the first category, which is the duration from the beginning
of the network operation to the first node failure.
3.4.2.2 Data Load Ratio on Low-energy Nodes (DLRle)
This metric is defined as the ratio of the number of CBR data packets transmitted and
received by the low-energy nodes to the total number of data packets transmitted and
received by all the intermediate nodes. A lower ratio indicates that the routing protocol
is more effective in diverting data packets away from the low-energy nodes and is
therefore more energy-balanced:

DLRle 

 (CBRtx  CBRrx )

le _ nodes

 (CBRtx  CBRrx )

 100%

(3.8)

all _ nodes

3.4.2.3 Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)
PDR is the ratio of the total number of data packets received at the destination nodes to
the total number of CBR data packets generated at the source nodes. A higher value of
PDR indicates that the routing protocol is more successful in delivering the data packets
from the source nodes to the destination nodes. This metric characterizes both the
correctness and the reliability of a routing protocol:

PDR 

 CBRrx

dest _ nodes

 CBRtx

src _ nodes
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3.4.2.4 Average End-to-end Packet Delay (AvDelay)
AvDelay measures the average time taken for a data packet to be successfully delivered
to its destination. Delays in WSNs are caused by buffering during route discovery,
waiting at the interface queue, MAC retransmission, and propagation and transmission
delays. AvDelay is computed by summing up the end-to-end delay of each CBR data
packet and dividing it by the total number of successfully delivered data packets. The
lower the end-to-end delay, the better the application performance:
CBRtotal _ rx

AvDelay 

 (CBRrecvTime  CBRsentTime)
1

CBRtotal _ rx

(3.10)

3.4.2.5 Average Hop-count

Average hop-count of data packets is defined as the average number of routers (hops) a
data packet needs to traverse the network to reach its destination. In general, a lower
hop-count contributes to lower packet delay and lower energy consumption. In a mobile
network, this metric also measures how well a routing protocol adapts to network
topology changes.
3.4.2.6 Normalised Routing Overhead (NRO)

Normalised routing overhead is also known as normalized routing load. It is defined as
the number of routing packets (RREQ, RREP, and RERR) transmitted per data packet
delivered to the destination. Each hop-wise transmission of a routing packet is counted
as one transmission. Routing overhead measures the scalability of a routing protocol,
the ability to function in congested or low-bandwidth environments, and the efficiency
in terms of node energy consumption. Protocols with high routing overhead could also
increase the probability of packet collisions and increase data packet delays. A routing
protocol with a lower normalised routing overhead is considered to have better
performance:
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NRO 

 ( RREQ  RREP  RERR )

all _ nodes

(3.11)

 CBRrx

dest _ nodes

3.5

Simulation Results – Static Network Scenarios

The simulations are performed for DSDV, AODV, DSR and EB-DSR routing protocols
with tx_rx_ratio taking the values of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10. Twenty independent runs are
simulated for each protocol for each scenario and the average values of each
performance parameter are presented. In all our scenarios, it is observed that average
lifetime, PDR, DLRle, and average hop-count performances have small standard
deviations of less than 2%. For AvDelay and normalised routing overhead, the standard
deviations are larger and will be plotted together with the averages.
3.5.1 Network Lifetime Performance
Fig. 3.9 shows the lifetimes of each of the 25 low-energy nodes. All 25 low-energy

nodes are depleted well before the completion of 500s simulation time. We compare the
network lifetimes of each protocol, which is the time to first node failure as defined in
the previous section.

Lifetime performance (static network)

Table 3.2

Routing
Protocol

tx_rx_ratio =
2

4

6

8

10

Network Lifetime – First Node Failure (s)
DSR
DSDV
AODV

277.6
262.4
278.4

236.2
248.3
230.4

203.3
233.5
202.7

187.3
221.4
179.3

160.3
211.2
167.1

EB-DSR

292.7

284.6

288.3

278.6

289.1

Standard Deviation of Node Lifetime (s)
DSR
DSDV
AODV

12.3
8.0
14.8

19.6
8.7
21.5

30.6
12.7
29.4

33.8
13.0
37.2

42.4
15.2
42.0

EB-DSR

13.3

11.9

13.8

11.0

11.3
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Table 3.2 shows thee comparisson of netw
work lifetim
mes amongg the four routing
prrotocols. It is apparentt that EB-D
DSR has thee longest neetwork lifetitime compaared with
thhe other prootocols undeer study for all the scen
narios. In ad
ddition, it iss also least affected
byy the changging tx_rx_
_ratio. Whiile the nod
de lifetimes for the otther protocols drop
quuickly as txx_rx_ratio increases,
i
th
the lifetime performances of EB--DSR nodess remain
coonsistent accross the 5 scenarios
s
inn a small ran
nge between 278s andd 292s. Thee relative
liffetime perfoormance of EB-DSR geets better with
w higher txx_rx_ratio.

Figg. 3.9

Low-eenergy nodes llifetime perforrmance for different transm
mit-receive
powerr consumptionn ratio

The energyy consumption amongg the low-eenergy nodes in EB-D
DSR are allso more
“bbalanced” as
a can be seen from itts small staandard deviiations of nnode lifetim
mes. It is
innteresting too note that DSDV is more energ
gy-balanced
d than AOD
DV and DSR. The
beetter energyy-balancing performannce is possiibly due to the way D
DSDV perfforms its
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regular routing upddates, prefeerring routess with high
her sequence numbers when routing
metrics are equal. The bestt route for a particulaar source-d
destination ppair typically
changess during thee routing updates in a ddense netwo
ork, such as the one wee studied. Th
his
has the unintendedd positive effect
e
of disstributing data
d
load am
mong moree intermediaate
However, as
a the only table-driven
t
n routing prrotocol in the study, D
DSDV has the
t
nodes. H
highest routing ovverhead and
d thus has the lowestt average node
n
lifetim
mes as clearrly
shown iin Fig. 3.9(aa) – (e).
We haave also perrformed sim
mulations off a scenario where all 50
5 intermedi
diate nodes are
a
low-eneergy nodes. As shown in
i Fig. 3.100 and Tablee 3.3, EB-DSR has a loonger netwo
ork
lifetimee than the tw
wo reactive protocols D
DSR and AODV
A
and has
h the smaallest standaard
deviatioon of the noode lifetimee. DSDV hhas 2% high
her network
k lifetime thhan EB-DS
SR,
howeveer, all the noodes are dep
pleted in les s than 300s into the sim
mulation tim
me.

Fiig. 3.10 Lifettime performaance for a netw
work with 50 low-energy
l
intermediate node s
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Table 3.3 Lifettime performaance (50 low-eenergy nodes))
N
Network Lifetiime –
F
First Node Failure
(s)

Std
d. Dev. of
Nod
de Lifetime
(s)

DSR
D
DSDV
D
AODV
A

183.1
229.1
187.4

21.0
10.1
25.6

EB-DSR
E

223.2

8.6

Routing
R
Protocol
P

3..5.2 Data Load on Low-energ
L
gy Nodes
A
As shown in Fig. 3.11, the
t effectivveness of EB
B-DSR in ro
outing data packets aw
way from
loow-energy nodes
n
is cleearly demonnstrated. Allthough thee number off low-energ
gy nodes
coonstitutes 500% of intermediate noddes, less thaan 2% of to
otal data loaad is routed
d through
thhese low-ennergy nodes. The othher 3 proto
ocols do no
ot have eneergy-aware routing
m
metrics to differentiate between
b
higgh-energy and
a low-eneergy nodes,, and thereffore they
haave significcantly higheer percentagges of data load on lo
ow-energy nnodes rangiing from
211% to 36%.

Fig. 3.1
11

Data loaad ratio on low
w-energy nodees (static netw
work)
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3.5.3 P
Packet De
elivery Rattio
As show
wn in Fig. 3.12 (top), the three rreactive pro
otocols EB--DSR, DSR
R, and AOD
DV
deliver almost 100% of packeets in all thee scenarios simulated.
s
DSR
D and EB
BDSR havee a
“packet salvaging”” feature in which,
w
whenn a node discovers thatt it cannot fforward a daata
packet ddue to the broken
b
link, it searchess its own caache to find
d an alternaate route fro
om
itself to its destinattion in ordeer to forwarrd this pack
ket. AODV also has a “local repair”
feature to repair brreaks in acttive routes locally insttead of notifying the ssource. Theese
two feaatures repairr links with
h less overhhead as well as reduciing packet loss. Witho
out
these features, DSD
DV deliverss a lower paacket deliverry ratio at ab
bout 92%.

Figg. 3.12 Packett delivery ratioo and end-to-eend delay perfformance
(static network)
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3.5.4 Average End-to-end Packet Delay

As shown in Fig. 3.12 (bottom), both DSR and EB-DSR have the lowest end-to-end
delays under 20ms in all scenarios. DSR and EB-DSR nodes maintain multiple route
entries in their route cache. When a selected route fails, the source node is able to
quickly find an alternative route to the destination, reducing the end-to-end delay. This
proves to be useful in the static heterogeneous network scenarios, in which route
failures are generally due to energy depletion of low-energy nodes. DSDV also has a
good delay performance as it is a proactive protocol, with quick notifications about link
failures through routing updates. Upon receiving failure notifications, other nodes in
the network will be able to compute new routes and update their routing tables.
AODV has the worst delay performance, with an average at around 40ms. The
variations are also large across different scenarios. This is because AODV maintains
only a single route to a destination; a new route discovery process has to be initiated
when the original route fails, and this process introduces additional packet delay.
3.5.5 Average Hop-count

As shown in Fig. 3.13 (top), average hop-counts vary within a narrow range of between
3.08 and 3.33 among the four routing protocols. DSDV has the lowest average hopcount due to its proactive nature. The shortest paths to the destinations are maintained
and updated periodically. For reactive protocols, longer routes will be taken by
intermediate nodes to salvage data packets when they encounter link failures.
In DSR and EB-DSR, routes may be shortened if one of the intermediate nodes
becomes unnecessary. If a node overhears a packet carrying a source route, in which the
address of the node appears in the later portion of the packet’s source route, it infers that
the intermediate nodes before itself in the source route are no longer needed in the route.
It can then send a "gratuitous" RREP to the original sender of the packet, shortening the
original source route. This automatic route shortening feature results in a better hopcount performance for DSR and EB-DSR, compared to AODV.
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3.5.6 N
Normalise
ed Routing
g Overhea
ad
The prooposed EB-D
DSR schem
me has the loowest normalised routing overheadd as shown in
Fig. 3.113 (bottom
m). Addition
nal Energy Alert messages (carried via RE
ERR) that are
a
introducced for eneergy-balanciing are moore than compensated for by thee reduction of
RERR m
messages due
d to link failure, bassed on the comparison
c
n between D
DSR and EBDSR. A
Aggressive route
r
cachin
ng in DSR aand EB-DSR
R also resullts in the redduction of the
t
routing overheads in
i these two
o protocols compared to
t AODV. DSDV,
D
beinng a proactiive
At around 1.5
1
protocoll with reguular routing updates, haas the higheest routing overhead. A
routing packets per data pack
ket deliveredd, the routiing overheaad in DSDV
V is 2.5 tim
mes
V, and 5 timees higher thhan DSR and
d EB-DSR.
higher tthan AODV

Figg. 3.13 Averag
ge hop count and normaliseed routing load
perform
mance (static network)
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3.6

Simulation Results – Mobile Network Scenarios

The same 500m x 500m grid network with 50 intermediate nodes is used for mobile
network simulations. While the source and destination nodes remain stationary at both
ends of the grid, the intermediate nodes are given freedom to move randomly within the
grid. Node mobility provides additional challenges to the routing protocols because the
topology of the network changes constantly. Route entries in the routing table become
stale quickly and more routing overhead is generated to update the link status and
maintain the correctness of the routes.
Table 3.4 shows the parameters used in the mobile network simulations:
Table 3.4 WSN simulation parameters for mobility
Parameter

Value

Grid size

500m x 500m

Number of intermediate nodes

25 (high-energy),
25 (low-energy)

Number of source-destination pair

5

Data rate (CBR)

1 packet/s

Packet size

512 bytes

Interface queue length

50 packets

Node speed

U(1m/s, 10m/s)

Pause time

100s, 200s 300s, 400s, 500s

tx_rx_ratio

6

MAC protocol

IEEE 802.11

Simulation time

500s

Simulated routing protocols

DSDV, AODV, DSR, EB-DSR

Propagation model

Two-ray ground reflection

Carrier sensing range

550m

Transmission range

250m

The Random Waypoint model [116] is used to model

node mobility in our

simulations. Mobile nodes that follow this model move independently to randomly
chosen destinations with randomly selected velocities. The nodes then remain stationary
for a period of time known as pause time before continuing the random movement. This
process repeats until the simulation ends. There are two key parameters in modelling
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node mobility in thhe Random
m Waypoint model, thee node speed and the ppause time. In
our sim
mulations, thhe speeds of intermedi ate nodes are
a uniform
mly distributted between
n1
m/s andd 10 m/s. Thhe pause tim
mes range ffrom 100s to
t 500s, witth 100s pauuse time being
the highhest node mobility.
m
3.6.1 N
Network Lifetime
L
Pe
erformanc
ce
Networkk lifetime performance
p
e for each of the 25 low-energy
l
nodes is pplotted in Fig.
3.14. A
All 25 low-eenergy nod
des are deplleted well before the completionn of the 50
00s
simulatiion time

Fig. 3..14 Low-enerrgy nodes lifeetime performaance for differrent pause tim
mes

The ccomparison of network
k lifetimes among the four routin
ng protocolss is shown in
Table 33.5. Similarrly to the static netw
work scenarrios, EB-DS
SR also haas the longeest
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lifetime performance in all mobility scenarios simulated. The relative lifetime
performance of EB-DSR gets better with lower mobility (larger pause time). It is also
apparent that energy consumptions among the low-energy nodes in EB-DSR are more
balanced, which can be seen from the narrow ranges of its low-energy node lifetimes.

Lifetime performance (mobile network)

Table 3.5

Routing
Protocol

Pause Time =
500

400

300

200

Network Lifetime – First Node Failure (s)
195.3
196.4
185.0
219.2
226.5
212.1

100

DSR
DSDV

199.8
224.4

AODV

194.6

200.3

192.9

206.3

198.6

EB-DSR

279.0

268.1

266.8

244.4

213.7

Standard Deviation of Node Lifetime (s)
26.7
26.5
18.8
11.3
9.8
9.1

182.3
201.2

DSR
DSDV

28.4
11.7

13.3
8.5

AODV

26.8

25.8

26.3

22.1

15.5

EB-DSR

11.4

11.6

8.5

6.2

6.7

3.6.2 Data Load on Low-energy Nodes

Similarly to the static network scenarios, the effectiveness of EB-DSR in routing data
packets away from low-energy nodes is clearly demonstrated as shown in Fig. 3.15.
Less than 6% of the total data load is routed through the low-energy nodes in EB-DSR.
The other 3 protocols do not differentiate between high-energy and low-energy nodes in
making routing decisions, and therefore they have significantly higher percentages of
data load routed through the low-energy nodes, ranging from 21% to 28%.
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Fiig. 3.15

Daata load ratio oon low-energy
y nodes (mobiile network)

3.6.3 P
Packet De
elivery Rattio
As show
wn in Fig. 3.16 (top), the three rreactive pro
otocols EB--DSR, DSR
R, and AOD
DV
have PD
DRs of alm
most 100% at
a low mobbility (500s pause time). PDRs drrop slightly to
about 977% at the highest
h
mob
bility (100s pause time)). Again thee “packet saalvaging” and
a
“local rrepair” feattures in theese protocools play an
n importantt role in thhe high PD
DR
perform
mance. DSDV has poor PDR perfoormance in the
t mobile scenarios,
s
ddropping fro
om
90% at 500s pausee time to 74
4% at 100ss pause time. In high mobility
m
neetworks, rou
ute
y. Most of thhe packets dropped
d
in DSDV are ddue to invalid
entries bbecome invalid quickly
route enntries. As DSDV
D
main
ntains only a single ro
oute per desstination, thhe packets are
a
droppedd if they cannnot be deliv
vered due too broken lin
nks.
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Fig. 3.16 Packet
P
deliverry ratio and en
nd-to-end delaay performancces
(mobile
(
netwoork)

3..6.4 Avera
age End-to-end Pac
cket Delay
y
Inn general, alll four proto
ocols have hhigher end--to-end pack
ket delays w
when node mobility
is higher. With
W
higherr mobility, network topology
t
ch
hanges morre frequenttly; data
nd thus takee longer beffore they
paackets may need more tries on diffferent route entries an
caan be routedd to the corrrect destinattions.
In the mobbility scenaarios, DSD
DV has the lowest paccket delay of all fourr routing
prrotocols. Hoowever, thee packet deelay perform
mance of DSDV
D
does not reflectt the full
piicture in higgh mobility
y networks. This is beccause packeet delay is ccomputed based
b
on
deelivered daata packets only and D
DSDV hass much few
wer delivereed packets in high
m
mobility netw
works due to
o high packket loss ratess.
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In alll cases, AODV
A
has higher dellays than EB-DSR.
E
The
T
differeence is mo
ore
significaant at low mobility
m
thaan at high m
mobility. Th
he average end-to-endd packet dellay
for AOD
DV is 3.16 times of thaat in EB-DS
SR at a pau
use time of 500s. The ddelay drops to
1.24 tim
mes at a pause time of 100s.
1
3.6.5 A
Average Hop-count
H

Figg. 3.17

Averrage hop counnt and normaliised routing lo
oad
perfo
ormance (mobbile network)

As show
wn in Fig. 3.17(top)), DSDV hhas the low
west averag
ge hop-counnt due to its
proactivve nature, in
i which th
he shortest paths to th
he destinatiions are maaintained and
a
updatedd periodicallly. The average hop-coount varies within a naarrow rangee of 4% und
der
differennt mobility scenarios. This is beccause DSDV
V drops daata packets when invalid
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route entries are encountered. It does not try to salvage these packets as in the other
three protocols, which results in the increase of average hop-counts.
DSR and EB-DSR have better hop-count performance than AODV in general due to
the route shortening feature present in both protocols. All three protocols record higher
hop-counts with higher mobility as links are broken more frequently.

3.6.6 Normalised Routing Overhead

Normalised routing overhead increases with an increase in mobility for all four routing
protocols as shown in Fig. 3.17(bottom). EB-DSR has the lowest normalised routing
overhead in all cases. DSDV has the highest normalised routing overhead in most of the
cases due to its proactive nature.
As mobility increases, more links are broken and route discovery process becomes
more frequent in reactive protocols. However, as the route discovery process in AODV
is dominated by RREQ which is broadcast in nature, routing overhead increases more
rapidly than EB-DSR and DSR, in which route discovery is dominated by unicast
RREP. At a high mobility of 100s pause time, AODV records the highest routing
overhead among the four protocols.

3.7

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we discussed the issue of network lifetime performance in wireless
sensor networks caused by the unbalanced routing of data traffic. We proposed a multipath Energy-balanced Dynamic Source Routing (EB-DSR) protocol that is fully
distributed and computationally efficient. The proposed protocol also provides a novel
energy update mechanism to delivery node energy information through the network
efficiently.
Simulations of four routing protocols, DSDV, AODV, DSR and the proposed EBDSR are run and their performances in various static and mobile network scenarios are
compared. Performance metrics used for comparison include network lifetime, data load
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on low-energy nodes, packet delivery ratio, average end-to-end packet delay, average
hop-count and normalised routing load.
Results from the simulations have shown that EB-DSR is able to prolong the network
lifetime effectively through an energy-balanced, multipath approach, while maintaining
high packet delivery ratio in both static and mobile heterogeneous WSNs. The results
have also shown that the relative performance of EB-DSR in terms of data load
distribution and normalised routing overhead are much better than the other protocols in
the study. EB-DSR also has lower end-to-end packet delays than the other two reactive
protocols in most of the cases.
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network is sparse. However, when the network is dense, the energy performance of INS
converges with F-Sync.
In this chapter, a new synchronisation algorithm, referred to as 1-Sync, is proposed. 1Sync conserves energy by turning off the radios of sensors nodes in the SYNC windows
after they receive one valid sync packet in the neighbourhood. The nodes will wake up
periodically when transmission or reception of sync packets is necessary. The analytical
energy consumption models and synchronisation performance of the three
synchronisation algorithms are also presented and they are validated through extensive
simulations. Both analysis and simulation results show that 1-Sync has better energy
efficiency compared to F-Sync in all cases. Compared to INS, 1-Sync also has better
energy efficiency except in very sparse network scenarios.

4.2 Existing Synchronisation Algorithms for Synchronous
Duty-Cycle MAC
The listen period in synchronous duty-cycle MAC protocols is much longer than the
clock drift. As such, a much looser synchronisation among neighbouring nodes is
required compared with TDMA schemes with very short timeslots [95]. In addition, as
the frame structure of synchronous duty-cycle MAC protocols provide only small time
windows for exchanging timing messages, unidirectional single message broadcast is
the most appropriate and energy efficient among the three approaches for synchronizing
sleep/wakeup schedules of the sensor nodes.
4.2.1 Frame Structure

Synchronous duty-cycle MAC protocols such as S-MAC, DW-MAC and their
derivatives divide their operating cycles into listen and sleep periods. A complete cycle
of a listen and sleep period is called a frame. As shown in Fig. 4.1, the listen period,
during which the node’s radio is active, is further divided into SYNC and DATA
windows.
SYNC windows are meant for the broadcast of sync packets to synchronise the clocks
of neighbouring nodes so that they can be awake simultaneously. Data packets from
upper layers, if any, will be sent after the start of DATA windows. A sensor node turns
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packet, it will schedule a new sync packet and follow a contention procedure for the
transmission of the packet. It first starts a carrier sense timer and selects a random
timeslot to sense the medium. If there is no transmission by the end of that timeslot, it
wins the contention and starts sending its sync packet. During the contention window, if
the medium is busy, it will revert to packet receiving mode and postpone the sync
transmission to the next SYNC window. Upon receiving a sync packet, it resynchronises its sleep/wakeup schedule with the time information given in the sync
packet received. It stays idle for the entire SYNC window if there is no packet to
transmit or receive. At no time will a sensor node go to sleep during SYNC windows.
The detailed procedure of the proposed F-Sync algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.2.

F-Sync Algorithm
initialization:
nextTxSync = NSP
sync window begins:
wakeup()
if (nextTxSync != 0) {
nextTxSync -// not time to send sync yet
}
else {
send_sync()
// procedure to send sync packet
if (send_sync_successful) {
nextTxSync = NSP // schedule next sync transmission
}
}
if (sync_ received) {
synchronise_node() // procedure to synchronise clock
}
sync window ends:

Fig. 4.2

F-sync algorithm with fully awake sensor nodes

Each node stays awake in the SYNC windows to ensure it receives the sync packets
from all its neighbours. As the number of nodes in the 1-hop neighbourhood (node
density) increases, there are more sync packets scheduled and transmitted within the
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neighbourhood, and hence the number of sync packets received by a sensor node within
the NSP period increases, reducing sync inter-arrival times. For WSNs with different
densities, there could be a wide variation of sync inter-arrival times among the sensor
nodes. However, sensor nodes in a WSN typically have similar clock drifts and require
similar synchronisation time intervals. If NSP is selected to ensure proper
synchronisation in low density networks, then the sensor nodes in high density networks
will receive more sync packets than necessary and thus more energy is consumed
unnecessarily. In fact, for most of the sensor network setups, node densities vary across
the entire network and F-Sync will not be effective for all neighbourhoods. Multineighbourhood network performance will be studied in Chapter 5.
4.2.3 The Operation of INS

In F-Sync networks, each node wakes up in every SYNC window. When there is no
sync packet transmission in the network, which is quite often the case in a sparse
network, these nodes will just be idling and consuming energy. Intelligent Network
Synchronisation (INS) [117] attempts to

improve energy efficiency in the

synchronisation process by exploiting the periodic nature of sync packet transmission in
F-Sync.
In INS networks, each node maintains a counter for each of its neighbours. Each
counter is increased by one after every cycle. When a node receives a sync packet from
its neighbour, the corresponding counter will be reset to zero. By examining the list of
its counters, the node is able to determine whether there will be a sync packet arriving in
the current SYNC window. If any of the counter values is greater than or equal to NSP,
the node wakes up in the current window as it is expecting a sync packet to arrive. It
will otherwise go to sleep to conserve energy. INS was simulated and evaluated over a
linear network and a sparse grid network with good energy performances. However, in a
dense network where collisions frequently occur, the periodicity of sync from each
neighbour cannot be guaranteed and therefore INS faces the same energy inefficiencies
as F-Sync in high density neighbourhoods.
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4.3

Proposed Energy Efficient Synchronisation Algorithm

Similar to both F-Sync and INS, the proposed 1-Sync integrates well with synchronous
duty-cycle MAC with SYNC, DATA and sleep periods. The algorithms operate in the
SYNC periods of the MAC protocols which are independent of the DATA and the sleep
periods. The optimization of energy performance of the synchronisation algorithm thus
provides a new and added dimension of overall energy performance of the MAC
protocols it integrates with without compromising their delay and throughput
performance.
The objective of the proposed 1-Sync algorithm is to reduce the energy consumption
of the sensor nodes in SYNC windows by allowing them to go to sleep during these
windows as much as possible. By design, NSP is chosen such that the sensor nodes need
to receive just one sync packet within the time period TSP, known as the synchronisation
period, for synchronisation regardless of node density. Any other sync packets received
in this period could be discarded. However, in some networks, multiple schedules could
exist in the different neighbourhoods of border nodes. For these border nodes, sync
packets are also used to maintain multiple schedules. Border nodes with multiple
schedules spend more time listening and sending data than other nodes and are therefore
highly energy inefficient. To eliminate multiple schedules, Global Schedule Algorithm
(GSA) is proposed in [103]. Experimental results in [103] and our simulations have both
shown that the nodes converge to a single schedule very quickly within a few listening
periods.
1-Sync is activated after the schedule has converged using GSA. Similar to both FSync and INS, a sensor node using the 1-Sync algorithm sends out sync packets at a
regular interval TSP (synchronisation period), which can be obtained as:
TSP 

(nSW  nDW )tTS
N SP ,
D

(4.1)

where nSW and nDW denote the lengths of SYNC and DATA window in terms of
timeslots, tTS is the duration of a timeslot, and D is the duty cycle.
After a sync packet is sent, the sensor node stays awake during the subsequent SYNC
windows and waits for a valid sync packet from its neighbours. Once a valid sync packet
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is received, the node goes into a synchronised state and will go to sleep in subsequent
SYNC windows. The sensor node will only turn its radio on when it is ready to transmit
its sync packet and the cycle repeats. Fig. 4.3 illustrates the proposed 1-Sync algorithm.
1-Sync Algorithm
initialization:
nextTxSync = NSP
state = unsynchronised
sync window starts:
if (nextTxSync != 0 and state == synchronised) {
nextTxSync -// not time to send sync, continue sleeping
}
else {
wakeup()
if (nextTxSync != 0) {
nextTxSync -}
else {
send_sync()
// procedure to send sync packet
if (send_sync_successful) {
nextTxSync = NSP // schedule next sync transmission
state = unsynchronised
}
}
if (sync_ received) {
synchronise_node()
// procedure to synchronise clock
state = synchronised
}
}
sync window ends:

Fig. 4.3

1-sync algorithm puts sensor node to sleep after receiving a valid
sync packet

The key improvement of 1-Sync over F-Sync and INS is that it is able to sleep in the
SYNC windows to conserve energy after a sensor node receives its first valid sync
packet within the synchronisation period. This is especially important in high density
neighbourhoods where both F-Sync and INS nodes are fully active, and are hence likely
to receive large numbers of corrupted sync packets due to collisions.
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4.4

Performance Metrics and Analysis

4.4.1 Performance Metrics

In this chapter, we study the energy and synchronisation performance of the
synchronisation algorithms in single hop neighbourhoods. Data performance in multihop neighbourhoods will be studied in the next chapter.
i. Average Node Energy Consumption (ANEC): Node energy consumption is
a key performance parameter in duty-cycle WSN. ANEC is computed by
dividing the total energy consumed by all the nodes in the network by the total
simulation time and the number of nodes.
ii. Sync Packet Inter-arrival Time: Inter-arrival time between consecutive valid
sync packets received is another important performance parameter for
synchronisation. The longer the inter-arrival time between two consecutive
sync packets, the worse the phase offset is and the higher the chances of the
nodes getting out of synchronisation. The tolerance of the phase offset of a
wireless sensor node is dependent on various factors including the protocol it
runs, the data rate of the network, and the clock drift specifications of the
sensor node. Based on the S-MAC testbed measurements in [92], the
synchronisation update period can be in the order of tens of seconds.
iii. Average Waiting Period for Sync Packet Transmission (AWPST): In high
density neighbourhoods, it is common to have multiple sync packets scheduled
in the same SYNC window and some of them will not have the chance to be
transmitted immediately. As such, they will be postponed until the next
window. AWPST is the number of frames a node needs to wait from the time
a sync packet is scheduled to the time it is transmitted. A higher AWPST
means that the sensor nodes have less sleep time in SYNC windows and hence
have higher energy consumption for the synchronisation process.
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4.4.2 Energy Consumption Analysis with Low Neighbourhood Density (N
< NSP)

In this section, the energy consumption of the sensor nodes in single hop, unsaturated
neighbourhoods for F-Sync, INS and 1-Sync are analysed. Analysis on saturated
neighbourhoods is provided in the next section.
The operation cycle of a duty-cycle MAC protocol can be divided into three distinct
intervals, namely the SYNC window, the DATA window and the sleep period. The total
energy consumption for each node, Etotal, is simply the sum of energy consumptions in
the three sub-intervals as follows:

Etotal = ESW + EDW + ESLP ,

(4.2)

where ESW, EDW, and ESLP denote the total energy consumed in SYNC windows, DATA
windows and sleep periods respectively.
In the SYNC windows, each node transmits one sync packet per synchronisation
period TSP. As node density increases, the total number of sync packets to be transmitted
within a synchronisation period increases. The number of frames in one synchronisation
period, NSP, can be considered as the saturation point for the node density N, above
which there are more sync packets to be sent than the number of SYNC windows
available in one synchronisation period. This saturation effect will increase the sync
packet transmission interval and the probability of a sync packet collision. In this
section, we focus on energy consumption in the case of low density neighbourhoods (N
< NSP).
Fig. 4.4 illustrates the sync packet transmission scenario in a low density N-node

neighbourhood. Each SYNC window allows only a single sync packet to be transmitted.
As the number of SYNC windows in one synchronisation period NSP is greater than the
node density N, and each node only transmits one sync packet per synchronisation
period; each node will be able to schedule and transmit its sync packet in its respective
SYNC window in the steady state with no collision.
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where Pslp denotes the power consumption in the sleep state.
For the 1-Sync algorithm, each node transmits one sync packet and receives one sync
packet within the time interval TSP. The transmission and the reception of sync packets
take place in two different SYNC windows. On average, each node stays idle for
( N SP  N )
N

SYNC windows before receiving a sync packet. It will be in the sleep state in

the other [ N SP  2 

( N SP  N )
]
N

SYNC windows. The average energy consumption in the

SYNC windows E SW 1-Sync  in time T can be obtained as:

ESW 1-Sync   nsync Ptx  nsync Prx  2(nSW  nsync ) Pidle


( N SP  N )
N

tTS
4.4.2.2

T
TSP



nSW Pidle  N SP  2 

( N SP  N )
N

n

SW Pslp



(4.5)

.

Energy Consumption in DATA Windows

Node energy consumption in DATA windows is dependent on its data load. In this
chapter, the focus is on the comparison of energy consumptions attributed to the
different synchronisation algorithms, therefore we consider only scenarios where there
is no data traffic. With no data traffic, sensor nodes remain idle throughout DATA
windows. Energy consumptions in DATA windows for all three synchronisation
algorithms are the same and can be expressed as:
E DW  N SP n DW Pidle tTS

T
T SP

,

(4.6)

where nDW denotes the length of DATA window in terms of timeslots.
4.4.2.3

Energy Consumption in Sleep Periods

The length of a sleep period, nSLP, is determined by the selection of the duty-cycle D as:
n SLP 

(1 D )
D

( n SW  n DW ) .

(4.7)

The smaller the duty-cycle, the longer is the sleep period compared to the listen period.
Energy consumption in sleep periods is the same for all three synchronisation
algorithms and can be expressed as:
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ESLP  N SP nSLP Pslp tTS

T
TSP

 (1  D ) Pslp T .

(4.8)

4.4.3 Energy Consumption Analysis with High Neighbourhood Density (N
> NSP)

Consider an N-node single-hop neighbourhood in the absence of hidden or exposed
terminals. When the density is low (N < NSP), there are more SYNC windows available
than the number of nodes in the neighbourhood. There could be some collisions in the
initial periods when the nodes schedule their sync transmission in the same window.
However, in the steady state, each node eventually settles into its own unique window
for periodic sync packet transmissions with no collision.
In a high density neighbourhood i.e. N > NSP, the number of sync packets scheduled to
be transmitted within the synchronisation period is more than the number of SYNC
windows available. Consequently, one of the following three scenarios may occur when
a sensor node is trying to broadcast a sync packet:
i. Only one sync packet is scheduled in the current window and it is transmitted
successfully.
ii. Two or more nodes transmit their sync packets in the same timeslot in the
current window, resulting in a sync packet collision.
iii. The sync packets are scheduled in different timeslots, and those scheduled in
later timeslots will postpone their sync packet transmissions to the next SYNC
window upon detection of the first sync packet transmission.
The last two scenarios together affect the frequency of sync packet transmission and
the energy consumption in high density neighbourhoods.
Sync packet transmission scenario in a single saturation neighbourhood from the
perspective of a sensor node is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. The window with successful sync
packet transmission is denoted as T. In between two sync packet transmissions, the
sensor node could receive either one valid sync packet (denoted as R), or corrupted sync
packets (denoted as Co) due to multiple transmissions in each SYNC window. In the
case of 1-Sync, the senor node goes to sleep (denoted as S) after it receives the first
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of successful sync packet transmission ps and collision pc in the neighbourhood are
given as:

ps 

pc 

nCW

nCW

j 1

j 1

nCW

nCW

j 1

j 1

 ps, j   P(V j  0) P(U j  1 | V j  0) ,
 pc , j 

(4.9)

 P(V j  0) P(U j  1 | V j  0) ,

(4.10)

where ps,j and pc,j are the successful sync packet transmission and collision probabilities
in timeslot j respectively.
The probabilities of the two events Uj and Vj are dependent on the number of
contending nodes, Nc, that have their sync packets scheduled in the current window and
can be computed as:


j 1 

P(V j  0)  1 
n
CW 


Nc

 n  j 1

  CW
n
CW



Nc

,

(4.11)

Nc
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 CW

(4.12)

Nc k

.

The average number of contending nodes in the steady state is in turn dependent on the
mean number of sync packet transmissions in a SYNC window U , which can be seen
as the expected number of sync packets scheduled on timeslot j with no sync packet
scheduled before that. The mean number U can be computed as:

U 

Nc

nCW

k 0

j 1

 k  P(V j  0) P(U j  k | V j  0) .

(4.13)

In a period of NSP SYNC windows, there are U N SP sync packets transmitted on
average; ( N  U NSP ) sync packets are therefore postponed to the next SYNC window
for transmission. In the next SYNC window, there will be an average of U new sync
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packets joining the contention since these nodes have successfully transmitted their sync
packets in this window in the previous synchronisation period. Therefore Nc can be
computed as:
N c  N  U N sp  U

(4.14)

 N  U ( N sp  1) .

4.4.3.2

Energy Consumption in SYNC Windows

While the energy consumption behaviour in the DATA and sleep windows remain
unchanged in high density neighbourhoods, the occurrences of sync packet collision and
postponement affect the frequency of sync packet transmission and therefore node
energy consumption in SYNC windows. The average number of SYNC windows
elapsed for all N nodes to transmit one sync packet each, N’SP can be obtained as:

N 'SP  N U .

(4.15)

The corresponding time interval, which is referred to as the effective synchronisation
period, T’SP, can be obtained as:
T 'SP 

( nSW  nDW )tTS
N 'SP .
D

(4.16)

As there are sync packets in practically all SYNC windows in high density
neighbourhoods, there is no opportunity for INS nodes to go to sleep in these windows.
Therefore, INS nodes display the same energy consumption behaviour as F-Sync nodes.
In both cases, the average node energy consumption for high density neighbourhoods

E ' SW F-Sync and E 'SW INS  are the same and can be obtained as:
E ' SW F-Sync   E ' SW INS 

  nsync Ptx   N ' SP 1 nsync Prx





 N ' SP nSW  nsync Pidle

.

(4.17)

 tTS TT'

SP

For the 1-Sync algorithm, each node wakes up every NSP period to schedule a sync
packet transmission but on average only transmits successfully every N’SP period. The
average waiting period before successful transmission is (N’SP – NSP) windows. After its
sync packet transmission, it will wait for a valid sync packet before it goes to sleep.
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Since the probability of successful sync packet transmission in the neighbourhood is ps,
the average waiting time to receive a valid sync packet is 1/ps frames. Since there are
sync packet transmissions effectively in every frame in the saturated neighbourhood,
each node will receive (N’SP – NSP + 1/ps) collision-free and corrupted sync packets. The
average energy consumed, E ' SW 1-Sync , can thus be obtained as:

E ' SW 1-Sync   nsync Ptx   N ' SP  N SP  1 ps nsync Prx
  N ' SP  N SP  1  1 p s (nSW  nsync ) Pidle

  N SP  1  1 p s  nSW Pslp

 tTS TT'

SP

(4.18)

.

4.4.4 Sync Packet Inter-arrival Time

In low density neighbourhoods, each node in an F-Sync or INS network receives (N – 1)
sync packets in one synchronisation period of TSP seconds. There is no sync packet
collision in the steady-state and the sync packets received are all valid, therefore the
average inter-arrival times, W (F-Sync) and W (INS ) , between two consecutive sync
packets can be obtained as:

W ( F-Sync)  W ( INS ) 

TSP
.
( N  1)

(4.19)

In the case of 1-Sync, each node receives only one sync packet per synchronisation
period and the inter-arrival time W (1-Sync) can be obtained as:

W (1-Sync)  TSP .

(4.20)

In high density neighbourhoods, the effective synchronisation period is T’SP as
defined in section 4.4.3.2, and each node in an F-Sync or INS network receives (N’SP –
1) sync packets in this period (Fig. 4.5). However, due to collisions, there are only ps
(N’SP – 1) valid sync packets on average. Therefore the average sync packet inter-arrival
times in high density neighbourhoods, W ' ( F-Sync) and W ' ( INS ) , can thus be obtained

as:

W ' ( F  Sync)  W ' ( INS ) 
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In the case of 1-Sync, as illustrated in Fig. 4.5, on average, each node receives (N’SP –
NSP + 1/ps) collision-free and corrupted sync packets in the period T’SP, out of which,
(N’SP – NSP)ps + 1 are collision-free. Therefore, the average sync packet inter-arrival
time for 1-Sync in high density neighbourhoods, W ' (1-Sync) , can be obtained as:

W ' (1  Sync) 

4.5

TSP '
.
ps ( N SP ' N SP )  1

(4.22)

Performance Evaluation

In this section, we compare and evaluate the energy and synchronisation performance of
the F-Sync, INS and 1-Sync algorithms.

The F-Sync and 1-Sync algorithms are

simulated in ns-2, and their results are compared with the analytical models. INS
algorithm is designed for nodes to sleep only when no sync packet is expected, they will
always wake up to receive all expected sync packets. Therefore, for non-energy related
performance parameters such as sync packet inter-arrival time and collision probability,
there is no difference in INS and F-Sync algorithms by design. The performance results
of such parameters from F-Sync simulations can therefore also serve as good indicators
of INS performance.
4.5.1 Simulation Setup

An ad hoc network within a grid of 100m x 100m is set up to simulate a single-hop
neighbourhood. We have selected S-MAC, which is integrated in ns-2 version 2.35, as
the representative protocol for synchronous duty-cycle MAC protocols in our
simulation. GSA is used to enable the nodes in the simulated network to converge to a
single schedule. In the simulations, active neighbour discovery (once in every 22
frames) is disabled for both algorithms for comparison with and validation of the
analytical model. In the case of the 1-Sync algorithm, we still let the network run in
default F-Sync mode for 3 TSP to achieve a steady state before the 1-Sync algorithm is
activated. Simulations are run over a period of 9050s where the statistics are collected
for the 9000s of steady-state period after the initial 50s period.
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As the length of the sleep period varies with duty-cycle D, and the power
consumption for the sleep state Pslp is very low for most of the hardware today, we have
chosen the value zero for Pslp in our comparisons to eliminate the dependency on the
choice of duty-cycles. However, both the analytical model and the simulations are able
to handle the most general cases. The effect of duty-cycles on synchronisation
performance will be investigated in Chapter 5.
For each scenario, 30 independent simulation runs are performed. In the single hop
single neighbourhood scenarios, we focus on the study of synchronisation performance.
Data delivery is generally not a problem in a 1-hop network and therefore the
simulations are without data load. Data performance will be evaluated for multi-hop
networks in Chapter 5. Parameters used in the simulations are shown in Table 4.1:

Table 4.1

Single-hop Network Simulation Parameters

Parameter

Value

grid size

100m x 100m

channel data rate

20 kbps

duty-cycle, D

10%

simulation time

9000s

NSP

10 frames

nCW

32

Ptx, Prx, Pidle, Pslp

36 mW, 14 mW, 14 mW, 0 mW

nsync, nSW, nDW

10 TS, 55 TS, 105 TS,

tTS

1 ms

propagation model

two-ray ground reflection

carrier sensing range

550m

transmission range

250m

4.5.2 Simulation Results

The simulations are performed using the F-Sync and 1-Sync algorithms within the
SYNC windows of S-MAC protocol with no data load. INS performance is based on the
analytical models developed in the previous sections.
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4.5.2.1 Sync Packet Collision Probability
Fig. 4.6 shows the results of sync packet collision fractions for the algorithms. From the

analysis, all three algorithms have the same sync packet collision probabilities since
they have the same algorithm for sync packet transmission. However, only F-Sync
collision statistics are collected in the simulations because 1-Sync nodes could be in the
sleep state when some of the collisions occur, and therefore they would not be able to
sense all the collisions that occurred.
In the low density region, we do not expect any sync packet collisions in the steady
state, which is also observed in the simulations. In the high density region, simulation
results show that the probabilities of sync packet collision increase quite rapidly with
increasing node densities, and agree well with the analytical model that we have
developed. The Sync packet collision probability reaches almost 16% at N=20. This
high collision rate is undesirable and impacts the synchronisation performance.
It is interesting to note that when clock drifts of 40 ppm (parts-per-million) and 80
ppm are introduced in the simulations, sync packet collision fractions drop drastically to
almost zero. In a single neighbourhood with no hidden nodes, collisions occur when
multiple sync packets are transmitted simultaneously in the same timeslot. Due to
random clock drifts in different nodes, sync packet transmission from a node with a
faster clock will be detected by nodes with slower clocks through carrier sensing even
when the sync packets are scheduled to be transmitted in the same timeslot. Nodes with
slower clocks will then postpone their sync packet transmissions, if any, to the next
SYNC window; thereby preventing a collision from occurring. It is noted that the
reduction of collisions only occurs in the SYNC windows of a single neighbourhood
network for the broadcast sync traffic. For unicast data packets, the presence of
RTS/CTS and retransmission mechanisms has a much greater effect on the data
delivery. Data performance in multi-hop networks will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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In the low density region where N < NSP, as node density increases, more sync packets
are received in a single synchronisation period of NSP frames for an F-Sync network,
which results in a substantial reduction in both the maximum and average received
inter-arrival times. In the case of 1-Sync, only one sync packet is received in a single
synchronisation period, which is independent of node density. Both the average and the
maximum received intervals are very close to each other and stay at NSP frames.
Although F-Sync, which has shorter update intervals, provides better synchronisation
performance, 1-Sync provides a consistent level of performance near the desired
interval NSP frames.
In the high density region where N > NSP, both F-Sync and 1-Sync display substantial
variations in their maximum and average received intervals. This is mainly due to the
increasing sync packet collision rates at higher node densities. On average, both
algorithms have shorter sync packet received intervals in the high density region than in
the low density region. In the worst case comparison considering maximum packet
inter-arrival time, both algorithms have the received sync intervals that increase
gradually with node density.
It is interesting to note that with drifts, maximum sync received intervals drop
drastically in the high density region in both algorithms as shown in Fig. 4.11, which
corresponds to the drop in collision rates as shown in Fig. 4.6.
algorithm, the intervals drop to the desirable level of NSP frames.
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In the high density region where N > NSP, AWPST for both algorithms increases
rapidly as node density increases. This is because many of the sync packets scheduled
have to be postponed to later SYNC windows due to the congestion of sync traffic in the
network. For the 1-Sync algorithm, because the sensors nodes have to stay awake while
waiting for their sync packet transmissions, an increase in AWPST also means an
increase in energy consumption (Fig. 4.9).
There is little difference in AWPST performance between the two algorithms as
expected since both F-Sync and 1-Sync algorithm use the same sync transmission
algorithm and face the same sync congestion problem in high density neighbourhoods.
With drifts added, sensor nodes with slower clocks are able to detect sync packet
transmission of a faster node in the same timeslot, which reduces the probability of
collision. However, the postponement of sync transmission contributes to a higher
AWPST.

4.6

Chapter Summary

This chapter presents a new synchronisation algorithm, 1-Sync, to improve the energy
performance of synchronous duty-cycle MAC protocols. Node energy consumptions for
single neighbourhood networks using F-Sync, INS, and 1-Sync are modelled and
analysed against different node densities. From the analysis and simulations, the
proposed 1-Sync algorithm yields better energy performance than the F-Sync algorithm
in all node densities, and better than the INS algorithm for node densities N4.
In terms of sync inter-arrival time performance, simulation results show that 1-Sync
provides a consistent interval in a single synchronisation period in the unsaturated
region. Although this is higher than F-Sync and INS, the consistency enables network
designers to fine tune the synchronisation period based on the hardware clock
specifications and network node densities.
However, although the 1-Sync algorithm has better energy performance than F-Sync
in high node density regions where N > NSP, the increase in energy consumption with
increasing network densities due to sync packet collision and postponement is not
desirable. In addition, the large variation in sync packet inter-arrival time could result in
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nodes drifting out of synchronisation, and affecting the data transfer performance. This
leads us to design an improved, adaptive synchronisation algorithm in the next chapter
to address these issues.
The analytical energy and synchronisation performance models and simulation results
in single neighbourhood networks provide us with valuable insights into the behaviour
of the synchronisation algorithms under different density scenarios. In the next chapter,
the study of network synchronisation will be extended to multi-hop multineighbourhood WSNs of different densities, clock drifts, and duty cycles.
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evaluation. Effects of drift and duty-cycling on both the energy and data performance
are also studied.

5.2

Duty-cycle MAC in Multi-hop Networks

The design goal of the proposed C-Sync algorithm is to offer energy consumption
efficiency while providing good data performance, including packet delivery ratio and
end-to-end packet delay, across a wide range of multi-hop WSNs. In this chapter, we
will study the performances of the C-Sync algorithm against the F-Sync and 1-Sync
algorithms in WSNs with different network densities, clock drifts and duty cycles for
multi-hop networks. We will also compare the robustness and stability of these three
synchronisation algorithms by examining individual node energy performance under a
wide range of network scenarios.
5.2.1 Need for Adaptive Synchronisation Algorithm

An analysis of single-hop neighbourhoods in Chapter 4 indicates that in the saturation
region, sync packet broadcast traffic increases rapidly as neighbourhood density
increases. The increase in sync packet traffic increases the probabilities of sync packet
collision, and sync packet postponement.
Both sync packet collisions and sync packet postponements are undesirable as they
increase the time intervals between consecutive sync packets received, which lowers the
synchronisation performance of the network. Sync packet collisions corrupt the sync
packets transmitted in the neighbourhood, reducing the number of valid sync packets
and therefore increasing the synchronisation time of the sensor nodes in the
neighbourhood. In the case of sync packet postponement, due to a sync packet
transmission in one neighbourhood, sensor nodes scheduled for sync packet
transmissions have to postpone their transmissions, which could affect synchronisation
in other neighbourhoods.
For 1-Sync, both sync packet collisions and sync packet postponements cause another
undesirable effect: an increase in energy consumption. This is because 1-Sync nodes
have to stay active while waiting for their sync packet transmission and reception, when
they can go to sleep otherwise.
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To reduce energy consumption, both 1-Sync and INS modify the sync packet
reception process, enabling sensor nodes to sleep during the SYNC windows when they
do not require synchronisation or do not expect sync packets to arrive. However they
make no changes to the sync packet transmission process. As a result, they face the
same sync packet congestion problem as F-Sync in high density neighbourhoods.
In addition, in a multi-hop sensor network, there are multiple synchronisation
neighbourhoods with additional complexities listed as follows:
i. Sensor nodes in different regions of the network are in neighbourhoods of
different densities. Inter-arrival times between sync packets received by each
node can have large variations.
ii. As discussed in Chapter 4, due to the sync packet postponement effect, sync
packet transmission is not periodic in high density neighbourhoods. In a multihop multi-neighbourhood network, aperiodic sync packet transmission in high
density neighbourhoods can affect the periodicity of sync packet transmission
in low density neighbourhoods due to interactions among different
neighbourhoods. Therefore sync packet periodicity is not guaranteed even in
low density neighbourhoods.
iii. Sync packet collision is unavoidable even at unsaturated neighbourhoods due
to the “hidden node” or “hidden terminal” problem. The hidden node problem
occurs when a node is within the neighbourhood of a receiver, but is not
visible to some other nodes in the neighbourhood of the same receiver. As the
hidden node is unable to detect the transmissions of the other nodes, a
collision will occur at the receiving node when the hidden node has an
overlapping sync packet transmission with one of the other nodes.

It is therefore desirable to have an adaptive synchronisation algorithm that enables
sensor nodes to dynamically adjust their sync packet transmissions in the different
density neighbourhoods to reduce sync packet collision and sync packet postponement,
and at the same time, maintain an optimum level of synchronisation and energy
performance.
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5.2.2 Sync Scheduling and Broadcast Methods

The overloading of sync traffic in high density neighbourhoods is similar to the wellknown broadcast storm problem [118]. The key difference is that the former is due to
the generation and transmission of new single-hop broadcast packets and the latter is
due to the retransmission of the same multi-hop broadcast packets.
The broadcast storm problem is primarily caused by simple flooding of broadcast
packets to reach all nodes in the network. In a simple flooding algorithm, each node
tries to forward all unseen broadcast packets it receives to all its neighbours, except the
source node. This results in the packets being delivered to all nodes in the network
eventually. This algorithm is simple to implement, but it causes serious redundancy,
contention and collision problems, especially in dense networks.
As radio signal propagation is omnidirectional, a wireless node within the
transmission range of multiple nodes will receive many redundant packets when these
nodes rebroadcast the same packet. Heavy contention could also exist because these
rebroadcasting nodes are likely to be close to one another. In addition, as the timings of
rebroadcasts are highly correlated and RTS/CTS exchange is not applicable for
broadcast, collisions are more probable.
Different broadcasting methods are developed to reduce broadcast storms in ad hoc
wireless networks [119]. They can be broadly classified into probabilistic-based, areabased, neighbour knowledge and multipoint relay methods.
The key objective of area-based methods is to transfer the packets to the downstream
areas and to minimise the repetition of these packets within the same area. Therefore the
decision to rebroadcast is based on a valuation of the additional coverage area of the
given node. Area-based methods require the nodes to have estimations of distances to,
or locations, of the neighbours.
Neighbour knowledge methods evaluate the necessity of rebroadcasting the packets
based on whether they can be transmitted to at least one new node. These methods
require the nodes to collect information about the neighbours via periodic Hello packets.
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Multipoint relay (MPR) methods identify a subset of 1-hop neighbours to be
responsible for retransmission of the broadcast packets to all the 2-hop neighbours of
the original nodes. These methods are not applicable to single hop broadcasts.
There are two approaches in probability-based methods: the use of a probability value
p and the use of counter-value c for re-transmission decisions. The counter-based
approach [120], when adapted to our sync packet scheduling, has the desirable
characteristic of automatically regulating sync packet traffic transmission with different
neighbourhood densities.

5.3

C-Sync Algorithm Design

The proposed C-Sync algorithm operates in the SYNC windows of a synchronous dutycycle MAC protocol. There are two sub-algorithms in C-Sync, a counter-based sync
transmission algorithm that reduces sync packet load and energy consumption when the
network neighbourhood is dense, and an adaptive exponential-smoothing sync reception
algorithm that improves sync performance when the network is sparse.
5.3.1 Counter-based Algorithm for Sync Transmission

Similar to F-Sync and 1-Sync, a C-Sync node schedules the next sync packet NSP frames
after a successful transmission of the current sync packet. However, when the sync
transmission is unsuccessful, the F-Sync and 1-Sync algorithms will attempt to transmit
the scheduled sync packets in every subsequent SYNC window until they are
successfully transmitted. In a high density neighbourhood where the number of sync
packets scheduled is more than the number of SYNC windows available in a
synchronisation period, many sync packets scheduled will be withheld and congestion
remains a problem. C-Sync, on the other hand, provides a mechanism to cancel the
scheduled sync packets when transmission is unsuccessful, reducing the traffic load
when the neighbourhood gets congested.
When a sync packet is first scheduled, a C-Sync node initiates a counter csn to count
the number of valid sync packets received while waiting for its turn to transmit. The
sensor node attempts to transmit its scheduled sync packet following a contention
procedure. If it is unsuccessful, the counter csn is incremented by 1 whenever a valid
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syync packet is received.. If the valuue of csn is less than th
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nsmission sccheme impllemented
inn C-Sync is illustrated in
i Fig. 5.1.

F 5.1
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Cthrees=3
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f a node to
t receive C thres syncc packets
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from its neighbours before its own successful sync packet transmission. This will trigger
the algorithm to cancel the scheduled sync and allows the node to go to sleep in the
subsequent SYNC windows. This process reduces the sync packet load in the
neighbourhood, shortens the active waiting periods for sync packet transmission, and
lowers the energy consumption of the sensor nodes.

5.3.2 Exponential-smoothing Algorithm for Sync Reception

A key mechanism of energy conservation algorithms for synchronisation is the ability to
go to sleep in the SYNC windows as long as clock drift is within the tolerance limit of
the synchronisation. As the sync packet traffic load varies with neighbourhood density,
sensor nodes that wake up to receive a sync packet will have to wait for different time
intervals before they receive a valid sync packet. The waiting interval tends to be longer
when the density is low and this will affect the synchronisation performance.
The proposed C-Sync algorithm enables a sensor node to adjust its wakeup time
dynamically to compensate for the waiting time it takes to receive a valid sync packet so
that it has a higher chance of receiving a valid sync packet within a desired number of
frames NRP under different density and traffic conditions. A C-Sync node maintains a
counter, wwk, the number of SYNC windows it should be sleeping in before waking up
to receive sync packets. Upon waking up, it stays active in all the subsequent SYNC
windows until a valid sync packet is received, after which it will go to sleep. The
waiting period from the time the node wakes up to the time a valid sync packet arrives is
denoted as wa (frames). To maintain the received synchronisation interval close to NRP,
wwk should be compensated with wa as follows:
wwk  N RP  wa .

(5.1)

The waiting interval wa varies over time and is dependent on both the node density and
the collision level in the neighbourhood. Therefore it is necessary to forecast the next
waiting time for the computation of the next wake-up interval in order to keep the
received synchronisation within a tight range. As the waiting time is not expected to
show any trend, a simple exponential smoothing technique is appropriate and used in
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thhe adaptive C-Sync syn
nc packet reeception algorithm. Usee of the expponential-sm
moothing
teechnique is also advanttageous as it is both memorym
and computattional-efficiient. The
coomputation for the wak
ke-up intervval at the (k+
+1)th period
d, wwk (k+11) can be forrmulated
ass
wwk
w (k  1)    N RP  wa (k )  (1   ) wwk ( k )  ,

(5.2)

w
where  is thhe smoothing factor w
which can be
b chosen between
b
zerro and one, and the
innitial value of the wakee-up intervaal, wwk (0), is chosen to
o be the miidpoint valu
ue of the
deesired receivved intervall as
wwk (0) 

 .
N RP
2

(5.3)

Thhe exponenntial-smooth
hing sync ppacket recep
ption schem
me impleme
mented in C-Sync is
illlustrated in Fig. 5.2.

Fig. 5.2
2

Illustrationn of C-Sync adaptive
a
sync reception
r
cyclle

on and expponential-sm
moothing
Combiningg the countter-based syync packet transmissio
syync packet reception algorithms,
a
the C-Syn
nc algorithm
m will be aable to mo
odify the
seensor nodes’ behaviourr adaptivelyy in a wide range
r
of network neighhbourhood densities.
d
Thhe pseudo-ccode of the proposed C
C-Sync algorrithm is sho
own in Fig. 5.3.
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C-Sync Algorithm
initialization:
syncTxCounter = NSP
nextRxWkUp = int (NRP / 2)
rxWkUpCounter = nextRxWkUp
syncWaitCounter = 0
syncRecvCounter = 0
sync window begins:
if (syncTxCounter == 0 or rxWkUpCounter == 0) {
// time to wake up
wakeup()
if (syncTxCounter == 0) {
send_sync()
// procedure to send sync packet
if (send_success) {
syncTxCounter = NSP
syncRecvCounter = 0
}
}
if (rxWkUpCounter == 0) {
if (sync_ received) {
synchronise_node()
// procedure to synchronize clock
nextRxWkUp = int ( * (NRP – syncWaitCounter)
+ (1 - nextRxWkUp)
rxWkUpCounter = nextRxWkUp
syncWaitCounter = 0
if (syncTxCounter == 0) {
syncRecvCounter++
// count number of sync packets received
if (syncRecvCounter == Cthres) {
// cancel scheduled sync packet
syncTxCounter = NSP
syncRecvCounter = 0
}
}
else syncWaitCounter ++
// increment sync waiting period counter
}
}
else {
if (syncTxCounter != 0) syncTxCounter -// transmit counter countdown
if (rxWkUpCounter != 0) rxWkUpCounter -- //receive wakeup counter countdown
sync window ends:

Fig. 5.3

5.4

Adaptive C-sync algorithm with counter-based sync transmission and exponentialsmoothing sync reception sub-algorithms

Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate and compare the synchronisation, energy and data
performance of C-Sync against F-Sync and 1-Sync using ns-2 version 2.35.
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5..4.1 Simu
ulation Settup
M
Multi-hop grrid networkss within an area of 500
0m x 500m are set up fo
for the simu
ulation of
diifferent synnchronisation
n scenarioss. S-MAC, which
w
is integrated in ns-2, is sellected as
thhe representative protoccol for the dduty-cycle MAC
M
protoccols in our ssimulations.
w density network of
To represent networkss of differennt densities,, we started with a low
9 nodes, form
ming 3x3 eq
qual size squuare grids, and
a steadily
y increased to a high deensity of
499-node netw
work formin
ng 7x7 squar
are grids, alll in the samee 500mx5000m simulatiion area.
Both the synchronisattion and daata performaance of the protocols aare evaluated. Data
paackets will be
b sent from
m the lower left corner of the grid to the uppeer right corn
ner of the
grrid. To prevvent the inffluence of rrouting prottocols on th
he network performancce, fixed
(sstatic) routinng with external routinng tables is used in thee simulationns. The use of fixed
roouting also enables
e
us to
t control annd fix the end-to-end
e
paths
p
at 4 hoops from th
he source
too the destinnation acrosss differentt density neetworks so that fair ccomparisonss can be
m
made amongg different density
d
netw
works. Th
he end-to-en
nd data pathhs for the different
deensity grid networks
n
arre shown in Fig. 5.4.

Figg. 5.4

Illustration of 4-hopp fixed routing
g path for diffferent density grid networkss
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Networks with different drift scenarios are also simulated. For each drift scenario,
each sensor node has an independent local clock with a drift rate that is uniformly
distributed between ±f, where f ranges from 0 ppm to 80 ppm. Simulations are also
performed at four different duty cycles of 20%, 10%, 5% and 2%.
For each scenario, 30 independent simulation runs are performed over a period of
9000s. Constant bit rate (CBR) data traffic at 1 packet per minute is sent from the
source node at one corner of the grid to the destination node at the diagonally opposite
corner of the grid. The source node starts the data traffic at 100s after the start of the
simulations to allow the MAC layer protocol to stabilize, and stops the data traffic 60s
before the simulation ends. The size of the data packet and S-MAC protocol data unit
(PDU) used are 100-byte and 120-byte respectively so that each data packet can fit into
a single PDU without fragmentation.
The key parameters used in the simulations are summarised in Table 5.1.
Grid Network Simulation Parameters

Table 5.1

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

grid size

500m x 500m

data rate (CBR)

1 pkt / min

bandwidth

20 kbps

packet size

100B

simulation time

9000s

routing

fixed

tx power

36 mW

no. of hops

4

rx power

14 mW

retry limit

5

idle power

14 mW

NSP

10 frames

sleep power

0 mW

NRP

10 frames

propagation

2-ray ground
reflection



0.5

CS range

550m

Cthres

3

tx range

250m

5.4.2 Performance Metrics

The following two synchronisation performance metrics in the SYNC windows are first
evaluated.
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5.4.2.1 Average Waiting Period for Sync Packet Transmission (AWPST)

In high density networks, it is common to have multiple sync packets scheduled in the
same SYNC window; hence, some of them will not have the chance to be transmitted
immediately. Instead, they will be postponed till the next window. AWPST is the
number of frames a node needs to wait from the time a sync packet is scheduled to the
time it is transmitted. Higher AWPST means that the sensor nodes have less sleep time
in SYNC windows and hence have higher energy consumption for the synchronisation
process.
5.4.2.2 Fraction of Desired Sync Inter-arrival Time (FDSIT)

FDSIT is the fraction of sync packet received intervals that are smaller than NRP, the
desired sync received interval. Higher FDSIT means that the probability of sensor nodes
getting out of synchronisation is higher and data performance will be affected.
These two metrics are the direct outcomes of the different sync packet scheduling,
transmission and reception mechanisms in the synchronisation algorithms.
In addition, the energy and data performances of the sensor networks with different
synchronisation algorithms can also be evaluated using the following three performance
metrics:
5.4.2.3 Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)

PDR is the ratio of the total number of CBR data packets generated at the source node
Ns to the total number of data packets received at the destination node Nd. As fixed
routing with the same number of hops (4 hops) are used in all the scenarios, a higher
value of PDR indicates that the data delivery performance of the underlying MAC
protocol is better. In our simulations, the same S-MAC data protocol is used in DATA
windows, alongside the three synchronisation algorithms in SYNC windows for
comparison. Thus, a higher PDR values indicates that the synchronisation algorithm
used is more reliable, which results in a better performance.
5.4.2.4 Average End-to-end Packet Delay (AvDelay)

AvDelay measures the average time taken for a data packet to be successfully delivered
from the source node Ns to the destination node Nd. AvDelay is computed by summing
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up the end-to-end delay of each CBR data packet and dividing it by the total number of
successfully delivered data packets. The lower the end-to-end delay, the better the
application performance.
In a multi-hop network using contention-based MAC protocols, a packet experiences
the following delays at each hop [95]:
i. Carrier Sense Delay is introduced when the sensor node performs carrier
sense, and is dependent on the size of the contention window.
ii. Back-off delay occurs if the sensor node detects a transmission or collision in
the medium during carrier sense.
iii. Transmission delay is determined by channel bandwidth, packet length, as
well as coding scheme.
iv. Propagation delay is determined by the distance between the transmitting and
receiving nodes. It is negligible in WSN compared to the other components.
v. Processing delay is the time needed to process the packet before forwarding it
to the next hop. This delay mainly depends on the computing power of the
node.
vi. Queuing delay depends on the traffic load.
The above delays are all present in the contention-based MAC protocols, including
the S-MAC data protocol used in the simulations; statistically, they should contribute to
the same amount of delay. In duty-cycle MAC protocols, the key differences in the
delay performance attributed to the different synchronisation algorithms are sleep delay
and retransmission delay. Sleep delay is the time spent in waiting for the receiver to
wake up. Retransmission delay occurs when a packet is not correctly received by the
receiving node and retransmission is required. In general, if sensor nodes are out of
synchronisation, both sleep and retransmission delays will increase.
A lower duty-cycle WSN will have a higher end-to-end packet delay compared to a
higher duty-cycle network due to longer sleep periods. To compare AvDelay
performance across different duty-cycle networks meaningfully, it is normalised by
dividing the actual delay in seconds by the amount of time it takes to transmit a frame.
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5.4.2.5 Average Node Energy Consumption (ANEC):

Node energy consumption is a key performance parameter in duty-cycle WSN. ANEC
is computed by dividing the total energy consumed by all the nodes in the network by
the total simulation time and the number of nodes. Although energy performances are
compared among the different synchronisation algorithms, node energy consumption
values are collected for the entire simulation duration for two reasons. First, ns-2 is a
discrete event simulation tool; the computation of energy consumption in ns-2 is based
on events (transmit, receive, idle, and sleep), and node energy consumption cannot be
accurately obtained based on the S-MAC frame structure (SYNC, DATA, and SLEEP).
Second, the performance of synchronisation algorithms affects data performance and
hence the energy consumption in DATA windows.
5.4.2.6 Individual Node Energy Consumption

While ANEC measures network-wide average energy consumption, it is also important
for energy consumption to be evenly distributed among individual nodes in the network.
As discussed in Chapter 3, network lifetime will be impacted if some of the sensor
nodes consume more energy than the others. These nodes will be depleted faster and
will cause network segmentation.
Individual nodes in the simulated grid networks are labelled with node identifiers
(Node IDs) based on their positions on the grid. The source node at the lower left corner
of the grid is assigned a Node ID of ‘0’ and it is incremented rightward and upward. The
destination node at the upper right corner will have the largest Node ID. An example of
the Node ID assignment for a 5 x 5 grid network is shown in Fig. 5.5.
The energy consumption for each node in the respective position is averaged over the
simulation runs. The variation of individual node energy consumptions in the network
will be measured using the standard deviation.
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Fig. 5.5

5.5

Node
N
IDs connfiguration forr a 5 x 5 grid network
n

C
C-Sync Paramete
P
ers

Cthres for the
The behhaviour of the
t C-Sync algorithm is controlleed by two parameters:
p
t
counter--based syncc packet tran
nsmission aalgorithm, and
a for the exponentiial-smoothing
sync paccket receptiion algorithm
m.
5.5.1 V
Variation of
o Counter Thresho
old (Cthres)
In the m
multi-hop brroadcast sceenarios, the choice of counter
c
threeshold usedd in a counteerbased allgorithm afffects the brroadcast perrformance in
i two ways. When a small countter
thresholld value iss used, theere are siggnificantly fewer rebroadcasts. H
However, the
t
reachabbility will bee sacrificed in a sparse network. In
ncreasing th
he thresholdd will increaase
reachabbility but alsso increase the
t number of rebroadccasts.
For thhe scenarioss of the syncc broadcast in multi-ho
op WSNs, th
he key conssiderations are
a
synchroonisation peerformance, which trannslates to data
d
perform
mance, as w
well as enerrgy
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coonsumptionn performance. Simulattions for a subset
s
of neetwork scena
narios are peerformed
ussing differennt Cthres and
d their perfoormances arre examined
d.
To study thhe effect off Cthres, we vary the vaalues of Cthhres from 1 tto 4 in our network
sccenarios. Booth 10% and
d 2% duty- cycle netwo
orks, with network
n
dennsities rangiing from
3xx3 to 7x7 grids are simulated. A midpoin
nt value off 40 ppm cclock drift is used
thhroughout. The
T results of PDR, A
AvDelay and
d energy co
onsumptionn are shown
n in Fig.
5..6.

Fig. 5.6

Energy and daata performannce of C-Sync algorithm witth different Ctthres in grid nettworks at
E
4 ppm drift rate
40
r

At 10% duuty cycle, th
he differencees in all threee performaance metric s are not sig
gnificant
ass shown. The
T
maxim
mum differeences are in energy consumptio
c
on in the 4x4
4
grid
neetwork, whiich is in th
he range of 2.2%. At 2%
2 duty cy
ycle, PDR pperformancee for the
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case of Cthres = 4 is the lowest among all. It is also the worst performer for all three
metrics in high density 7x7 grid networks. For the case of Cthres = 1, it has the worst
AvDelay performance for most of the scenarios and the highest energy consumption in
low density networks.

Between Cthres = 2 and Cthres = 3, Cthres = 2 has better PDR

performance in low density networks, while Cthres = 3 has better energy consumption
and AvDelay performances in most of the scenarios. We will therefore use Cthres = 3 in
the subsequent simulations for comparison among the different synchronisation
algorithms in this work.
5.5.2 Variation of Smoothing Factor ()

The smoothing factor in the exponential-smoothing algorithm represents the
weighting applied to the most recent data. Values of  that are close to one have less of
a smoothing effect and are more responsive to recent changes in the data, while the
opposite is true for values of  closer to zero.
To study the effect of we use three different values of  at 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 for
the same grid network scenarios used in the previous section. The results of PDR,
AvDelay and energy consumption are shown in Fig. 5.7.
The results of the simulations show that each of the three values has its strength in
different scenarios for different metrics. At 10% dc, PDR and AvDelay for all three 
are similar. In terms of energy consumption, the case of  = 0.75 has the best
performance in low density 3x3 grid networks while the case of  = 0.25 has the best
performance in high density 7x7 grid networks. At 2% dc, the case of  = 0.50 has the
best performances in all the three metrics measured in high density 7x7 networks. In
6x6 grid networks, it also has the best performance in energy consumption while
maintaining similar performance on PDR and AvDelay as the other two values of .
The above results have shown that the selection of Cthres = 3 and  has close to
optimum performance and will be used for subsequent simulations.
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Fig. 5.7

5.6

Energy and daata performannces of C-Syncc algorithm with different  in grid networks at
E
4 ppm drift rate
40
r

Simu
ulation Results
R
a
and Analysis

Thhe three synnchronisatio
on algorithm
ms F-Sync,, 1-Sync an
nd C-Sync aare simulateed under
diifferent nettwork denssities, clockk drift rattes, and du
uty cycles. Means an
nd 95%
coonfidence intervals
i
off the perfoormance meetrics for each
e
scenarrio are plo
otted for
evvaluation.
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5.6.1 P
Performan
nce in SYN
NC window
ws

Fig. 5.8

Average waiting period for sync paccket transmisssion against diifferent netwoork densities

Fig. 5.88 shows thee average waiting
w
periood from thee time a syn
nc packet iss scheduled to
the timee it is transm
mitted in different denssity network
ks. For F-Sync and 1-SSync, AWPS
ST
increasees due to thee increased sync packeet traffic and
d congestion
n as densityy increases. At
10% duuty cycle wiith no drift,, AWPST peerformancee for F-Syncc and 1-Synnc are similar
(Fig. 5.88 (a)), increeasing from
m 0.0 framess in the 3x3
3 network to more thann 17.0 fram
mes
in the 7x7 networkk. AWPST for
fo C-Sync, on the otheer hand, is consistently
c
y less than 2.0
2
frames.
Compparing two different drrift rates at 0 and 40 ppm,
p
the reference tim
me in the syync
packet ffrom a transsmitting nod
de deviates more from the receivin
ng nodes’ loocal clocks in
general at a higheer drift ratee. If the tim
me differen
nce is greater than a tthreshold, the
t
receivinng nodes may assume that the traansmitting node
n
is on a different sleep/wakeup
schedule and this can
c trigger the
t receivinng nodes to generate mo
ore sync paackets. In hiigh
density networks, this
t will furtther increasse the congeestion and th
hus increasee the AWPS
ST.
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In the scennario of the 7x7 networrk at 2% dcc (Fig. 5.8 (c,
( d)), AWP
PST for F-S
Sync and
1--Sync increease tremen
ndously from
m 17.7 and
d 18.6 fram
mes at no drrift to 170 and 207
frames at 400 ppm drift respectivelly. This meeans that F--Sync and 1-Sync nod
des have
litttle opportuunity to sleeep in SYNC
C windows and consum
me more ennergy. On the
t other
haand, AWPST
T for C-Syn
nc are consisstently belo
ow 2.0 frames.
As can be seen from Fig.
F 5.9, at the very low
w density of
o the 3x3 gr
grid with 10% dc, 1Syync and C-Sync achiev
ve only 61..7% and 63
3.5% FDSIT
T respectiveely whereass F-Sync
acchieves alm
most 100% FDSIT
F
becauuse the nodes are active in all SYN
NC window
ws. When
thhe density inncreases, th
he performaance of 1-Sy
ync and C-S
Sync improove, achieviing more
thhan 99% FD
DSIT in the 7x7
7 grid nettwork.

Fig.. 5.9

Fractio
on of sync inteer-arrival timee less than the predetermineed period of NRP

It is also worth
w
noting
g that the prresence of clock
c
drift could
c
cause the time diifference
beetween senssor nodes to
o be large. When a seensor node receives a ssync packeet from a
seending nodee that has a time differrence largerr than a pree-specified vvalue, the receiving
r
noode will asssume that the sendinng node is on a different synchrronisation schedule
s
(m
multiple schhedules). Th
his will triggger the receeiving node to schedulee a new syn
nc packet
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to be transmitted in the next SYNC window, which increases the number of sync
packets transmitted in the network. The increase in the number of sync packets
improves the FDSIT performance in the low density low duty-cycle networks. In the
3x3 grid network at 2% dc, FDSIT improves from 63% to 83% for 1-Sync, and from
64% to 95% for C-Sync.
5.6.2 Performance against Network Densities

The energy and data performance of the three synchronisation algorithms in different
density networks are shown in Fig. 5.10. The clock drift rate for these scenarios is fixed
at 40ppm.
As shown in Fig. 5.10(a), all 3 algorithms have similar PDR performance at 10% dc,
and higher density networks have a better performance than the lower density networks.
At 2% dc, C-Sync has the best PDR performance among the 3 algorithms ranging from
90.8% to 98.1%.
Fig. 5.10(b) shows the AvDelay performance. Similarly, there is no significant

difference in AvDelay performance at 10% dc. At 2% dc, AvDelay performance
deteriorates for F-Sync and 1-Sync when density increases, reaching 5.3 and 7.0 frames
respectively. C-Sync, on the other hand, has a consistent performance of AvDelay less
than 3.2 frames.
As shown in Fig. 5.10(c), C-Sync is the most energy efficient algorithm except in a
very sparse network of 3x3 grid at 10% dc. As network density increases, the relative
efficiencies of C-Sync become better. For the 7x7 grid network at 2% dc, average
energy consumptions for F-Sync and 1-Sync nodes are 135% and 141% higher than CSync nodes.
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Fig. 5.10 Ennergy and dataa performancee for F-Sync, 1-Sync
1
and C--Sync in differ
erent density grid
g
neetworks at 40 ppm
p
drift rate

5..6.3 Perfo
ormance against
a
Du
uty Cycles
s
Thhe energy and
a data peerformance of the threee synchron
nisation algoorithms in different
duuty-cycle neetworks aree shown in Fig. 5.11. The
T clock drift
d
rate foor these scenarios is
fixxed at 40pppm.
Fig. 5.11(aa) shows thee PDR perfformance. In
n both the 3x3
3 and 7x77 grid netw
works, CSyync has sim
milar or betteer PDR perfformance th
han F-Sync and 1-Syncc for all duty
y cycles.
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Fig. 5.11 Energy and data perfformance for F
F-Sync, 1-Syn
nc and C-Syncc in 3x3 and 7xx7 grid
networkks at 40 ppm drift
d at differen
ent duty cycless

As shhown in Figg. 5.11(b), th
here is no siignificant difference
d
am
mong the 3 algorithms in
the AvD
Delay perforrmance in th
he 3x3 gridd network. However,
H
th
he in 7x7 grrid network
k at
2% dc, F-Sync andd 1-Sync haave 130% annd 202% lo
onger delay than C-Synnc. At 2% dc,
d
both F--Sync and 1-Sync allso have ssignificantly
y longer delays,
d
as well as and
a
significaantly largerr delay varriations, com
mpared to their perfo
ormances att higher du
uty
cycles.
F
has the highesst energy co
onsumptionn in all exceept
As shhown in Figg. 5.11(c), F-Sync
one scennario. Onlyy in the 7x7
7 grid netwoork with 2%
% dc does it
i have marrginally low
wer
consum
mption than 1-Sync. In
n the low ddensity 3x3 grid netwo
ork, 1-Syncc has the beest
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energy performance, consuming 4% to 9% lower energy than C-Sync. For the 7x7 grid
network, C-Sync has the best energy performance, consuming 9% to 142% lower
energy than 1-Sync.
Under normal circumstances, energy consumption in a low dc network is lower than
in a high dc network due to the existence of longer sleep periods. However, the results
show that energy consumptions of F-Sync and 1-Sync in the 7x7 grid network are
higher at 2% dc than at 5% dc, which indicate that these two synchronisation algorithms
may not be functioning well and are not suitable to operate in low dc, high density
networks.
5.6.4 Performance against Clock Drifts

The energy and data performance of the 3 synchronisation algorithms in 3x3 and 7x7
grid networks with different clock drift rates are shown in Fig. 5.12. The duty cycle for
these scenarios is fixed at 2%.
As shown in Fig. 5.12(a), in the dense 7x7 grid network, PDR decreases as clock drift
increases. This is expected because network synchronisation becomes more challenging
when clock drift increases, leading to more errors in data transmission and reception.
However, the opposite trend is seen in the sparse 3x3 grid network. When there is no
drift, sync packets are few and far between in a sparse network. The presence of clock
drift could trigger the generation of more sync packets in the network as explained in
section 5.6.1. The increase in the number of sync packets improves the FDSIT
performance shown in Fig. 5.9, which also improves the PDR performance in the low
density low duty-cycle 3x3 network. However, AvDelay is not improved because it is
measured based on the delivered sync packets only. Similarly, energy consumption
increases because more sync packets are transmitted with increasing drift.
Comparing the algorithms, C-Sync has the highest PDR ranging from 83.5% to 93.1%
in the 3x3 grid network. In the 7x7 grid network, both C-Sync and 1-Sync have similar
PDR ranging from 93.4% to 98.3%, which is marginally higher than F-Sync from
92.8% to 98.1%.
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Fig. 5.12 Energy and data perfformance for F
F-Sync, 1-Syn
nc and C-Syncc in 3x3 and 7xx7 grid
networkks at 2% duty--cycle with di fferent drift raates

Fig. 55.12(b) show
ws the AvD
Delay perforrmance. All 3 algorith
hms have a similar dellay
perform
mance up too a 20 ppm drift ratte. The ressults of AvvDelay perfformance are
a
inconcluusive as thee drift increaases further .
In term
ms of energgy consump
ption, there iis no signifiicant differeence betweeen 1-Sync and
a
C-Sync in the 3x33 grid netw
work as show
wn in Fig. 5.12(c). The
T differennces are mo
ore
significaant in the 7x7
7 grid sceenarios; C-S
Sync is morre energy efficient than
an F-Sync and
a
1-Sync in all drift scenarios.
s
Energy
E
savinngs range frrom 18.2% at zero drift
ft to 69% at 80
ppm driift rate.
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5..6.5 Indiv
vidual Nod
de Energy Consump
ptions
Frrom the results in the
t
previouus sectionss, it is ob
bserved thaat average energy
coonsumptionns for F-Syn
nc and 1-Syync increasee significan
ntly in high density (7x
x7 grid),
loow duty-cyccle (2% dc)), and highh clock drifft (80ppm) networks. To accountt for the
unnusually larrge increasee in energy consumption, we look
k into the ddetails of in
ndividual
noode energy consumptio
ons within thhe grid netw
works in theese scenarioos.
5..6.5.1 Effecct of Netwo
ork Densityy
A
As shown in
i Fig. 5.1
13, when nnetwork deensity is low (4x4 ggrid), nodee energy
coonsumptionns for all th
hree algorithhms are alm
most indistinguishablee. The variaations in
ennergy consuumption am
mong diffeerent nodess are also small.

A
As network density

inncreases, booth F-Sync and 1-Synnc networkss display large variatioons in nodee energy
coonsumptionn.

Fig. 5.13 IIndividual nod
de energy connsumptions in different denssity grid netwo
works at 2% du
uty-cycle
w 40 ppm drift
with
d rate

The meanss and standaard deviatioons of node energy con
nsumptions aare shown in
i Table
5..2. The poorr energy performance oof F-Sync and
a 1-Sync in high dennsity networrks agree
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with the analysis of the sync packet congestion problem of the two algorithms in
saturated networks. The large variations in node energy consumption will result in some
nodes becoming depleted of energy in much shorter times than the others, which will
impact the connectivity and shorten the lifetime of the WSN. On the other hand, the
counter-based sync packet transmission and sync packet cancellation sub-algorithm
implemented in C-Sync has effectively removed this problem, as shown by the
consistency in node energy consumption across different network densities.

Table 5.2

Means and standard deviations of node energy consumption for
different network densities

Synchronisation
Algorithm

grid =
4x4

5x5

6x6

7x7

Node Energy Consumption - Mean (mW)

F-Sync
1-Sync

5.602
5.346

6.215
6.188

10.310
9.641

13.167
13.592

C-Sync

5.243

5.527

6.061

5.627

Node Energy Consumption - Std. Dev. (mW)
F-Sync
1-Sync

0.507
0.532

0.768
0.906

2.827
2.757

3.367
4.398

C-Sync

0.415

0.554

0.750

0.581

5.6.5.2 Effect of Duty Cycle

Low duty-cycle operations prove to be a great challenge for F-Sync and 1-Sync. As
shown in Fig. 5.14 and Table 5.3, F-Sync and 1-Sync perform well in networks with
duty cycles at 5% and higher. At 2% dc, both F-Sync and 1-Sync networks display large
variations in node energy consumption. At higher duty cycles with shorter sync packet
intervals, a certain number of sync packet collisions and sync postponements can be
tolerated. However, at lower duty cycles, sync packet collisions and sync postponements
contribute to higher probabilities of asynchronous nodes, which cause instability in the
networks and high variations in the node energy consumption.
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Fig. 5.14 IIndividual nod
de energy connsumptions in 7x7 grid netw
works with 40 ppm drift ratee at
d
different
duty-cycles

Table 5.3

Meeans and standdard deviation
ns of node energy consumpttion for
diffferent duty cyycles

Synchronisation
S
A
Algorithm

ddc =
2 0%

10%

2%

5%

Node Energy
y Consumptio
on - Mean (m
mW)

F-Sync
F
1
1-Sync

27 .405
25 .255

14.882
13.804

9.147
8.857

13.167
13.592

C
C-Sync

21 .117

12.082

8.121

5.627

Noode Energy Consumption
C
n - Std. Dev. ((mW)
F-Sync
F
1
1-Sync

0. 214
0. 916

0.258
0.583

0.433
0.541

3.367
4.398

C
C-Sync

0. 175

0.235

0.285

0.581

5..6.5.3 Effecct of Clock
k Drift
A
As shown inn Fig. 5.15, when therre is no drifft, all threee algorithmss function well
w and
ennergy consuumptions are at similarr levels amo
ong the diffferent nodess in the netw
work. As
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drift rate increases,, not only do
d the energgy consumptions of eacch node in FF-Sync and 1Sync inncrease signnificantly, the variabiliity in nodee energy consumption also increaase
significaantly. The means and
d standard deviations of node energy
e
connsumptions at
differennt rates are tabulated in Table 55.4. C-Sync, on the other
o
hand,, maintainss a
consisteent level of energy consumption am
mong the different
d
nod
des in the neetwork acro
oss
all drift rates simullated.

Fig. 5.15 Individuual node energ
gy consumptioons in 7x7 griid network at 2%
2 duty-cyclee with differen
nt
drift rattes
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Table 5.4

Means and standard deviations of node energy consumption for
different drift rates

Synchronisation
Algorithm

drift =
0 ppm

20 ppm

40 ppm

80 ppm

Node Energy Consumption - Mean (mW)

F-Sync
1-Sync

5.697
5.528

7.301
7.544

13.167
13.592

17.792
17.316

C-Sync

4.512

5.248

5.627

8.213

Node Energy Consumption - Std. Dev. (mW)

5.7

F-Sync
1-Sync

0.716
0.747

1.157
1.378

3.367
4.398

6.341
5.591

C-Sync

0.754

0.683

0.581

0.970

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, an adaptive synchronisation algorithm for duty-cycle MAC protocols, CSync is proposed. C-Sync reduces energy consumption by adaptively regulating the
synchronisation traffic and synchronisation wakeup period based on the changing
network neighbourhood conditions through counter-based and exponential smoothing
algorithms. The combination of counter-based sync packet transmission and
exponential-smoothing sync packet reception algorithms effectively reduces congestion
and collision when sync traffic is high and maintains synchronisation performance when
sync traffic is low.
Extensive simulations of multi-hop multi-neighbourhood grid network scenarios are
performed using ns-2. From the results of the simulations, C-Sync consistently
outperforms F-Sync and 1-Sync in terms of packet delivery ratio, average packet delay
and energy consumption in most of the scenarios. The relative energy performance of
C-Sync is also significantly better in the more challenging scenarios of high density,
high drift and low duty-cycle networks.
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Cha
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6.1

C
Conclusiions

Energy efficiency and
a network lifetime oof WSNs is one of the key challennges faced by
the reseearchers andd protocol developers due to the environmeents in whicch WSNs are
a
deployeed, as well as the phy
ysical consttraints of seensor nodes imposed by the WS
SN
applicattions. In genneral, poweer efficiencyy in WSNs can be acco
omplished thhrough mulltihop rouuting, low duty-cycle
d
operation,
o
aand data agg
gregation. This
T thesis hhas presentted
the propposed energgy-efficientt algorithmss for multi--hop ad hocc WSNs inn the Netwo
ork
and MA
AC layers thhat improve the energy and lifetim
me performan
nces of thesse networks.
The iissue of neetwork lifettime perforrmance in WSNs, cau
used by the
he unbalancced
routing of data trafffic in the Network
N
layyer, is discu
ussed in Chaapter 3. IoT
T application
ns,
N nodes aare common
nly deploy
yed, furtherr increase the
t
in whicch heterogeeneous WSN
complexxity of optim
mising the network
n
lifeetime. A fullly distributted and com
mputationallly-

efficientt Energy-baalanced Dyn
namic Sourrce Routing
g (EB-DSR)) protocol i s proposed to
address the problem
ms of the sh
hort lifetimee performan
nce of heterrogeneous nnetwork. The
T
m
to deliveryy node enerrgy
proposeed protocol provides a new energgy update mechanism
informaation acrosss the netwo
ork efficienttly. Resultss from the simulationss have show
wn
that EB
B-DSR is abble to prolo
ong the nettwork lifetiime effectiv
vely througgh an energ
gybalanced, multipatth approach
h, while maaintaining high packeet delivery ratio in bo
oth
static aand mobilee heterogen
neous WSN
Ns. The results havee also shoown that the
t
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performance of EB-DSR in terms of data load distribution and normalised routing
overhead, are much better than the other protocols in the study.
Duty-cycle protocols are commonly used to reduce energy consumption in the MAC
layer. However, the synchronisation algorithm adopted by the current synchronous
MAC protocols is not energy-efficient. Node energy consumption behaviours of current
synchronisation algorithms, such as F-Sync and INS as well as the proposed 1-Sync, are
first modelled and analysed for single neighbourhood networks in Chapter 4. Analysis
and simulations have shown that the proposed 1-Sync algorithm yields better energy
performance than F-Sync in all node densities, similarly besting INS for node densities
N4. Although the 1-Sync algorithm has better energy performance than F-Sync, the
increase in energy consumption due to sync packet collision and postponement in highdensity, saturated neighbourhoods is undesirable. To address the issues of sync packet
collision and postponement, an adaptive synchronisation algorithm C-Sync is proposed
in Chapter 5.
C-Sync reduces energy consumption by adaptively regulating the synchronisation
traffic and synchronisation wakeup periods based on the changing network
neighbourhood

conditions

through

counter-based

and

exponential-smoothing

algorithms. The combining of the counter-based sync packet transmission and the
exponential-smoothing sync packet reception algorithms has effectively reduced
congestion and collision when sync packet traffic is high and maintains the
synchronisation performance when sync packet traffic is low. Extensive simulations of
multi-hop multi-neighbourhood grid networks with different densities, clock drift rates
and duty cycles have been performed. The results of the simulations have shown that CSync consistently outperforms F-Sync and 1-Sync in terms of packet delivery ratio,
average packet delay and energy consumption in most of the scenarios tested.

6.2

Future Work

There is a wide scope of research that can be done as part of the next step for this work.
Areas for further research could include:
i.

interaction of routing protocols with the proposed synchronisation algorithm;
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ii.

performance of synchronisation algorithms with the effect of node mobility;

iii.

automatic tuning of counter threshold (Cthres) and smoothing factor () in the
C-Sync algorithm; and

iv.

implementation of the proposed synchronisation algorithm with other dutycycle MAC protocols.

We have simulated the proposed C-Sync algorithm on fixed routing grid networks for
performance comparisons across different network densities. Going forward, the
performance of the C-Sync algorithm with different dynamic routing protocols could be
investigated. This is because dynamic routing provides additional challenges for MAC
layer protocols in terms of variations in traffic load and packet delay requirements.
With dynamic routing, the performance of C-Sync on mobile WSNs can also be
studied further. The mobility of sensor nodes produces network neighbourhoods with
changing densities. It would be interesting to study the adaptive behaviour of the CSync algorithm in mobile sensor networks.
The results in Chapter 5 have shown that the performance of the C-Sync algorithm
could be further improved if the two parameters Cthres and could be tuned
automatically to accommodate different network scenarios. An algorithm that is able to
adjust the two parameters dynamically would have the potential to further optimise the
energy and data performance of the networks.
In our current study, C-Sync has been paired with S-MAC, which is available in ns-2.
S-MAC is one of the earliest synchronous duty-cycle MAC protocols, and forms the
basis in the studies of energy-efficient MAC layer protocols. Subsequently, protocols
such as DW-MAC and AS-MAC have made several enhancements to S-MAC data
scheduling and transmission algorithms to improve energy consumption, data delivery
and latency performance. The implementation of C-Sync with DW-MAC or AS-MAC
is thus a natural next step to further improve the performance of these two protocols.
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